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ean times. They'll put lines on your
face-they will. Sometimes you can't
tell if you 're miling because you see
students and fa culty continue to do amazing
thing in spite of it all, or if you might just be
stu ck in a grimace. Either way, your face hurts
when you go home at night.
There's a di tantly rumbling optimism
around here that things are going to
get better. We're pretty confide nt that
the phenomenon is going to materialize
somewhere in the vast range between big,
nasty trick thundercloud and freight tra in fu ll
of cash. Don't even bother looking up the
Vegas odds on the Internet. You'd be further
ahead teaching algorithms to a poodle.
Yet, we hope, and as we hope, we
take more solace than ever that a we may
emerge from lean times, we do so having
protected academic quality through it all .
Full-time facu lty in the classroom stands at a
very strong 75%, and class izes are generally

And while it will still take a while to recover
from the past few years of market forces,
we just received word that our Foundation's
endowment portfolio appears to be among
the best managed in the country over the past
year.
The alumni we are featuring in this
edition of the IT serve as examples of why
chi i all o important. Their experiences
go right to the hea1t of what we think
we're about here. We're called a ''public
comprehensive" university, but we prefer to
think of ourselves as offering:
"A world-class university education,
providing personalized experiences and
creating lifetime opportunities. "
What do we mea n by that? Well , in terms
of "world-class," we offer a really impressive
breadth of academic choices, including more
than 120 majors, ma ny of which are highly
recognized among employer and graduate
schools. We receive a steady stream of
reinforcement that U I grads are
greatly va lued as both candidates
and employees. Breadth of quality
programs does not just happen
everywhere. U I receive high
rankings nationally for quality,
value and graduation rate.
Complementing all the academic choices
students have is a very personalized system
that is exploration-friendly fo r the students,
while al o providing very powerful and
innovative tool fo r guidance. Internships
and special tudy opportunities abound.
Also in this issue of NIT is evidence that the
employees we attract and the projects we
pursue are dedicated to that personalized
tudents First approach.
Where does one tart with lifetime
opportunitie ? We work hard to treat all of
you in a lifelong relationship kind of way,
whether that relationship starts when you
are 8 or 80. If you are an alumnus, chances
are you did something in your family or
community life just this week that had roots in
your U I experience. You provide the desire
and talent, but hopefully your time here
helped develop them.
What can you do to brighten the
horizon? You can attend Family Weekend and
Homecoming, join our Alumni Association, be
a part of our U ITE legislative outreach effort,
take some clas es, be part of our fantastic
arts and athletic entertainment, send your
children here, make a gift, and just enjoy
being part of the U I family.
-GA

"UNI offers a world-class university education, providing

personalized experiences and creating lifetime opportunities."
good and have received some trategic
improvements. There was a mall, but happy,
distribution at the end of the fi cal year
because tate revenues exceeded projections.
(Don't even ask to look in the deferred
maintenance or equipment budget closets-a
'50s-era stea m iron will fa ll on your head.)
But here's something even better that's
happening. In the tradition of thinking about
tudents First, there is increasing attention,
both at U I and to a certain extent in the
news media , to the idea that eve1ything
possible need to be done to make sure
that this public university is, and appears,
accessible to the public. We 're not trying to
capture every student headed for college, but
it's a frightening scenario to think that ome
might perceive they can't affo rd to
to a college their taxpayer friends and
are helping to provide for them.
:,/IIIIIJ;".PIP'.ll~'t tarted printing our own
aome innovative things are under
aid programs for both high1*(1 atld high-ability students are in place.
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etting children go-whether they're

attending college out of town , out of state or
just out of the house-can be stressful for many
parents.
To ease the anxiety for both parents and tudents ,
mo t college and univer itie conduct orientation, but
UNI' e ion go well beyond imply providing a venue
for regi tration.
I, the goal of orientation i imple.
At
"It' important for us to say 'welcome.' For most
I, it'
schools it's a time to register for classe , but at
al o a time to meet other people and learn about things
on campu ," aid Roland Carrillo, executive director of
Enrollment Management. "It's al o an opportunity for
I together and meet a lot of other
'familie to ee
people. When classe start, it's not quite as foreign for
the tudents becau e they've met the Career Center
director or their advisers or professors. "
Each summer approximately 1,800 students and
2,200 parents converge on campus.
"We have about 200 first-year students and 250
parents per session. Every tudent brings at least one
parent. It's pretty cool that that many parents support
their kids, " said Orientation Director Jon Buse. "Our
I community
goal is to welcome the students into the
and provide them with the tool to be succe sful. We

by CJ Hine
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also hope to instill a sense of p ride
in becoming a Panther. For parents,
I
we welcome them into the
community and introduce them to
p rograms and ervices."
Alan and Sandy Byer of Council
Bluffs recently attended their econd
orientation sessio n. "It's a great
opportunity to learn about U I," Alan
said. "The first time we had a lot of
financial aid questions. This time we
learned a lot more about the medical
issues; there's a lot more focus on
health care. "
The two-day sessions, which begin
in June and end mid-July, kick off with
"Becoming a Panther!" Both students
and parents attend.
Buse first welcomes everyone with
a story about his experience as a U I
student: "The first two weeks, I hated
it; I wanted to go home. Eventually
I got involved in things and couldn't
imagine leaving.
"Are you going to use the power
within you to take advantage of
everything? Talk to p rofessors even
though you feel intimidated1 Talk to
people w ho are different from you to
gain a new perspective? Move out of
your comfort zone?" Buse asked the
audience. "Yo u have an obligation to
make the most of this experience."

T

o illustrate, Summer Orientation

Staff (SOS) members perform skits,
portraying three types of student - the
underachiever, the unfocused and the
leader-and possible consequences of
each.
Luke the Underachiever sleeps
through classes, has no goals other
than 'graduate and make lots of
money' and isn't involved in any
campus organizations that may
enhance his job prospects after
graduation. Tara the nfocu ed works
two jobs, neither of which relates
to her elementary education major,
doesn't have time to participate in
campus activities or organizations and
does just enough in class to get by.
Dionne the Leader is goal-oriented,
belonging to and serving in leadership
positions in a number of campus
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organizations, participates in many
activities and maintains a high grade
point average. he plans to attend
graduate school once she graduates
from UNI.
"We tart on an upbeat note.
It's 'we're glad you're here,' w hich
sets the tone for the entire session,"
said Assistant Orientation Director
Connie Hansen. "Parents get it and the
students get it. We send a message to
parents to empower the students and
it's effective."
Buse ends the opening ses ion
with his advice to students; "Don't
think once you've gone to orientation,
you've got it made. This is ju t the
beginning."
~ ollowing the program, student
r are assigned to orientation staff
members, who guide them through
their sessions.
"Students learn it's not as scary as
it seems. It's a little overwhelming
for students at fir t, but by the
end of the e ion, they're getting
the message and enjoying the
experience," said SOS member
Jennifer Langel, senior finance
major from Carroll.
While students learn about
academic expectations, course
selection, student organizations
and residence hall life, parents
meet with faculty and SOS to
discu s academics, financial aid
re ource , campus safety and health
care, and how to make the transition
when their student leaves home.
"Parents ask about student
organizations, safety concerns,
computers-do they need one , should
they get a laptop or desktop-those
kinds of things. Parents are a lot more
stressed and tense and ask a lot more
question than tudents. tudents
seem to take it in tride. Parents ask
for a lot of clarification, but I think
that's normal," said SOS member Paul
Waterman, senior elementary education
major from Manchester.
Arden Kinnander of Armstrong
attended his first orientation with his
daughter. "There's good info rmation

to stir your intere ts and they give you
resources to find o ut more. They've
done a great job," he said. "Orientation
answers all the questions I had. If I
have more questions when I get home,
I have the resources to find o ut."
By the end of orientation sessions,
SOS members can see that parents'
comfort levels have considerably
increased.
"I do think parent feel a lot
better at the end of orientation than
at the beginning. We do a good job
of implifying things fo r them- we
go step-by-step . They can see the
campus and meet faculty and it takes
the stress out of the unknown,"
said O member Dionne Burks,
senior electronic media major from
Atlanta . "That's the key aspect about
orientation, getting more comfortable
and feeling that connection."

AA inority and international
I"" I students coming to UNI fo r
the fir t time participate in five-day
orientation sessions, which take place
the week before fall classes begin.
The minority orientation, Jump Start,
began in 1998 with 42 students. ow
between 90 and 95 attend each year.
Forty to 50 students are expected
to attend international orientation
this year; U I's international student
population currently includes students
from 78 countries. Both JumpStart and
international orientation program
are de igned to help tudents make a
mooth tran ition and acclimate them
to not only the campus but al o the
community.
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T

he fictional streets ofTV's Mayberry probably
looked pretty realistic to the folks in Iowa's rural
communitie in 1964. In the rea l-life world of tiny
Elma, Iowa, most of the sto res and fa rms were
fa mily-owned and o perated . Kids either helped out with the
fa mily business or went to school or both . Jerry Conway's
work ethic is a p rodu ct of that time and place. At 16, he was
managing people twice his age in hi parents' grocery sto re.
By his own account, Je rry wa a confide nt, hardworking kid who liked to have fun. By the adva nced age
of 21 he had decided , a young adul ts are predi po ed
to do, that he had "all the an wer ." He opened hi own
restaurant and bar in Elma. He had a g cl locati n a nd
custome r base. The fo d was good . Loya l patron packed
the place fo r three mea l a day, every day. Je rry wa
having fun . Afte r only a yea r, the bu ine fa iled.
Much ha transpired since Jerry took his first shot at

l am the numbers side of running a business, w hich had
been the mi ing link in hi operational skill set.
I degree in 1975 and relocated
Je rry finished hi
Club at the military base in
cers
Offi
to Texas to run the
teaching degree, per se, but
his
used
Austin. He has never
he would have been an
believes
still
he ha no regrets; he
he probably would
admits
also
he
outstanding educa to r. But
el e. Eithe r way,
someone
r
fo
not have done well working
wa es e ntial
education
rts
a
ral
he has no doubt that his libe
to his succes .

Never give 'no'
for an.answer
busine owne r hip. Mo t important
was his marriage to a young woman
fro m down the road in Bas en, Iowa. In
the intervening year , Jerry and Denise
Conway have combined their tale nts
to build o ne of the mo t successful
op ration in the history of onic DriveIn re taura nt . By 2001, the Conways'
manageme nt company, Austin (Texas)
onic , Inc. , was ope rating 101 o nic
Drive-In with an employee base of 3,000 and 100
million in annual sa les. La t year, the Conways and
their partners sold about half o f their re taurant fo r a
tidy 65 million.
It's not exactly an overnight succes story (the
Conways recently cele brated their 31 t wedding
anniversary), but it's a fa r cry from the couple's salad
day when Jerry was managing the Charles City Elks
I by day. o wonder
Club by night and taking clas e at
hi car i hi most vivid memory of college.
"I had a lot of time to think about my class s on those
trips," Je rry aid. "I had free time from midnight to 6 a. m. to
do anything I wanted-sleep or tudy. "

J

erry was pursuing a teaching degree in 1973 so that he
could "brea k away" from the food bu ine s. Fascinated
by fore ign culture , he had decided on a Spanish
major. He imme rsed him elf in the organizational aspect of
teaching and became pre ident of both th local chapte r of
the Stude nts' Iowa tate Education Association and the tate
SISEA. A three-year stint in the Air Force coincided with
his college ca reer and introdu ced him to a program fo r the
management of military clu b . He u ed the o ppo rtunity to

4

You 've got to be happy in what
you 're doing ... I applaud
anybody doing whatever they 're
doing in life as long as they 're
happy doing it.
"College gave me the social and inte ractive skills that
I needed to get things done in business. " Je rry sa id . "I
loved the atmosphe re, and it o pened a lot of doors fo r me.
It' whe re I lea rned to be a team leader. Every day I use
omething that I learned in college."
In February, about 200 UNI stude nt were enlighte ned
on the relationship between education and e ntre pre neurship
whe n Jerry spoke at a confe rence spo nsored by UNI's John
Pappajohn Entrepreneurial Center. A rapt audie nce in the
Maucker Union Expansion hea rd Je rry hare hi thoughts
and experie nces on the natu re of the e ntrepre ne urial life.
Fo llowing his presentation, he expa nded on tho e thoughts
fo r IT.

continued on page 8

J

erry Stephens knew he wanted to
be an educator before he ever left
the family farm in Clarinda. The man
who was 2003 Secondary Principal
f the Year and recently retired a
Marshalltown High chool principal
can, and does, thank hi dad for that.
"My dad was o n the local school board
for nine year ," te phens aid. "He
alway impressed me with how much
he valued educatio n. For him, it w as
very impo rtant to get his high school
educatio n, which w as going quite a
ways in the '30 . He fe lt educatio n wa
the key to success."
A neig hboring
fa rme r and high school
chemistry teache r,
Russell Price, also
influe nced young
Ste phen ' views o n
how science "re lated to
the real world." Whe n
te phen w ent off to
U I o n athletic and
academic scho larship
it took o nly o ne year
to b ring his future into
much clearer focus. "I

mo ney to assist in funding a 1.8
millio n additio n to Mar halltown High
chool.
te phen has a re putation as a
visio nary w ho takes care of the details.
Specifically, that mean eve1y student
in the y tern. He i a staunch advocate
o f participatio n in extracurricular
activities a nd proves it by showing up
for mo t athletic and fine art events .
He cites research
that shows
stude nts w ho are
mo re invo lved

I still believe we make all of them better

-~

An educator

citizens. We 're being stretche~ but we 're
still getting the job done and doing it well.

in chool activities tend
to do bette r acad emically.

Mo reover, Stephens is
adamant about the need fo r
kid to exte nd them elve
in o rder to discover their
tm e abilities and interests.
"Whe n I taught in
middle school I learned that kids can
and will ucceed if they're excited
abo ut w hat they're do ing," Stephe ns
said. "I try co get high school students
to conscio usly think abo ut the ir fifth
year- the ir fir t year o ut of high
chool- and to focus o n it. It's not
so important that they make a career
decisio n and stick w ith it. It may
change a dozen time and it o ught
to . It's ju t a impo rtant to find o ut
you don't want to do a job as it is co
find o ut you want co . It's part of the
maturatio n p rocess.
"If a tudent i going off to college
undecided, I'd rathe r have that kid ay
'I do n't know what I want to do, b ut I
know that educatio n i a way for me to
find o ut. "'

for the times
realized I was going to make a lot mo re
mo ney as a chemistry teacher than a a
p rofes ional foo tball player," he aid.
Suffice to say te phens has do ne
all right since earning his B.A. in
teaching and che mistry from UN1 in
1969. He added a ma te r' in cience
curriculum and instructio n from
Kansa tate niversity, and followed
that w ith a specialist's degree in
ed ucatio nal administration fro m Drake
niversity in 1981. Hi profe io nal
vita would fill the page. In brief, it
e ncompasse teaching, coaching,
curriculum planning, techno logy
initiatives, dmg and at-risk aware ness,
state administrative council committee
work, civic gro up participatio n and
p ublic-p rivate partner hips. He recently
ecu red 1 millio n o f Vi io n Iowa

Stephens said he firmly believes
that the best way to in till in stud nt
a belief that they can ucceed is to
build re latio nship w ith them o n an
individual basis. It is by fa r his o .
1 prio rity, evide nced in part by hi
leadership o n the chool district'
committee to put in place a career plan
fo r every K-12 stude nt. He said , "Whe n
I build a re lation hip o ne at a time, I

get to the hard
question that
students do n't
want to answer
themselve ,
like 'what am
I good at?' and
'w hat am I no t
good at?' If I'm
working w ith
a poor reade r
and I have a
good individua l
relatio nship , I can te ll them reading is
impo rtant and they'll believe me. "

I

t requires more effort to be o

tudent-cente red , but it's w hat
works. "The re 's no silver bullet,"
tephens said. "Yo u can't do it a a
group."
uch a philosophy require heavy
buy-in from faculty and staff. Stephens
faces that task head-on as well. "That'
exactly w he re the leader hip comes
in," he aid. "I e ncourage teacher that
w he n they're asked a q uestion co put
themselves in that kid's place. Answer
every que tio n like it's the first time
you've an wered that question today. "
Public educatio n may be a
frequent target for critics, but g iven
the budgetary and social challenges
o f the times, Stephe n said he think
high schools are doing the best job
th ey po sibly can. "Technology is
happening so fast that to gear-up for
tho e changes each year is a near
impossibility. It's a never-ending battle ."

continued on page 8
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ccasionally, something really
big happens in the world of
academic advising- like the
time first-semester freshman
John Talley to ld hi counselo r that
being a busine major "didn't float my
boat. "
As it turns o ut, a multitude f
people had a champio n in the adviser
who st ered Talley toward General
Chemistry I. "I'd always liked the
ciences, but I was not what I wo uld
call an outstanding science student,"
Talley recalled . "I wa more interested
in having a cool car."
In his second semester, a chemi t1y
I professor Russell
cla taught by
Wiley ignited a park o f pa sio n.
"I really liked it," aid Talley, who
graduated in 1974 with a bachelor
of science degree. "I kept o n taking
chemistry and lot of biology a well,
but I didn't have enough of either
one of those for a major. After I
graduated I decided I needed a better
understanding of chemistry, so I pent
an xtra year at 1I tudying with
(chemi t1y profes o r) Jim Macmillan."
It paid off Talley earned his
Ph.D. in o rganic chemistry fro m the
niver ity o f Minne ota in 1979.
During the next several years, the

looking at medicinal
compound ," he said.
"We dug through the
literature and ettled o n
a couple of tructures.
In early summer of '93
I got an idea to build
thi hybrid kind of
molecule, and wrote it
down in my note book."
Later that summer,
Talley aid, hi team
knew they had "a really

It was one of those rare
instances where you have
an idea)you go into the
lab and make the thing)
and it actually works.
That was kind of cool;
because most ofthe time
it's heavy slogging and a
lot oftrial and error.

One man's passion is
millions' relief
Cedar Fall native would trigger a
full-blown explosion in medicinal
chemistry and pharmaceutical sa les.
By 1992, Talley was leading a
drug discovery team at G. D. Searle
(Pharmacia/ Pfizer), and working to
identify an underlying molecular target
fo r inflammation. It was known that
no n- teroidal anti-inflammatory drug
( AIDs) like aspirin and ibuprofen
block the action of the cycl oxygena e
enzyme (COX). Talley' research
focu ed on an inflammation-associa ted
enzyme called COX-2 and the idea that
pecific inhibitors of that enzyme might
be useful fo r the treatment o f arthriti
and pain.

6

exceptio nal compound."
They continued to synthesize
the molecule, hortening it halflif to reduce its lingering effect on
the body. ltimately, they produced
the selective COX-2 inhibitor now
commercially known a Celebrex®. In
1998, after three year of clinical trials,
Celebrex® received accelerated FDA
review and approval for the treatment
of arthriti . It has also been approved
for fa milial adenomatous polyposis
(FAP), a rare and devastating di ease
that often leads to colon cancer. The
drug, marketed by Pfizer, Inc., had
fir t-year ales of more than 1.5 billio n
and reached 3 billion in 2002. Pfizer's

first-quarter
2004 earnings
on Celebrex®
exceeded 800
millio n.
While the
rest of the
world was
catching up
with cience,
Talley's team
of chemists
and bio l gi t
continued
to develo p
compounds.
Con equently,
inventor
lead
the
as
Talley i listed
including
drugs,
of
classes
on several
specific
COX-2
Bextra®, a second
inhibitor approved by the FDA for
once-a-day treatment of osteoarthritis,
rheumatoid arthritis and menstrual
cramps; Dynastat®, the first injectable
COX-2 inhibito r, approved by the
European Committee for treatment of
acute po toperative pain; Deramaxx®
the first and only COX-2 class drug
approved fo r the control of pain
and inflammatio n associated with
o teoarthritis and o rthopedic surgery
in veterinary medicine, and several
protease inhibito r compounds fo r
the treatment of HIV/ AIDS. Talley's
research effort have produced 35
peer-reviewed publication , and he i
named as an inventor on 161 issued
.S. patents.
In 2002, nearly a decade after
he jotted down his e piphany, Talley

continued on page 9
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iane (Crane) Bridgewater is the personification
of a balanced lifestyle. The progre ion of her
professional responsibilities for Pioneer HiBred International, Inc., tells its own story. In
16 year she ha graduated from inte rnal audito r to vice
pre ident and business director o f Pioneer' o rth America
o peratio ns. In between she has mastered the po itio ns of
research finance director, information management directo r,
worldwide finance director, and customer and sale ervices
directo r for one of the wo rld' leading companie in
genetics and production-agriculture.
A certified public accountant by trade, Bridgewater
earned bachel r's degree in accounting and French from

Team player
extraordinaire
U I in 1985. ince then,
her di positio n for learning
and the necessities of
the job have made her a
serio u student of foreign
cultures, agricultural
science and techno logical
advancements in global
business. Her new po ition
re presents a daunting
challenge; full y two-thirds of Pio neer's global business
i done in o rth America. In announcing Bridgewater'
appointment to VP this pring, Pioneer Pre idem Dean
Oestreich explained , "We're in the mid t of the largest
technology launch in the history of Pioneer in orth
America. The region re pre ent our bigge t opportunity over
the next five years."
With so many professional achievements behind her
and heady new duties ahead, one might think there is also
a clo ne o f Diane Bridgewater operating out of Jo hnston,
Iowa. How el e could an individual be o imultaneou ly
active in family and piritual pur uit , community ervice
and women's professio nal networking initiatives? A short list
of her current activities include : Child erve board member
and chair of th pr gram committ e; nit d Way of C ntral
Iowa board member; unday chool teacher; girl youth
basketball coach; mentor for women within Pioneer and it
owner company DuPo nt; and volunteer fo r youth baseball,
softball and wim teams.
Additionally, Bridgewater is one of several women
within Pioneer wh initiat d and launched a Wo men'
etwork, the missio n of which i to fo ter a positive,
inclu ive enviro nme nt that increases the effectivenes and
recognition of women in the achievement of business goal
The network is inclusive of all women in .S. business, with
plans to expand globally.

Ala , there is no double, but only one Diane
Bridgewater, and she was recognized thi spring for her
pro fessio nal and service accomplishments with the first
ATHE A award presented by the Women's Chamber
Alliance o f Greater De Moines. In nominating her for the
award, Oe treich noted her integrity, work ethic and the
level of trust she enjoys among colleagues. "Diane quickly
build relationships and trust across boundaries (geogra phic
o r functio nal)," he wrote . "Her approach is one of teamwork
and collaborative effo1t that bring together diver e
per pectives and talents. "

T

herein lies the ecret to Bridgewater's seemingly
boundles potential for achievement. he read ily
cites her experience at U I a playing a major part in
develo ping both her penchant fo r teamwork and her value
of broad-ba ed knowledge.
"One of the benefi ts, among many, o f an educatio n
I is that at U I you can learn about o many
from
different disciplines and participate in far mo re than at a
larger univer ity," Bridgewater aid. "In addition to ba e
fundamentals, you have a chance to learn bu ine s ethics,
integrity and work ethic."

You don 't just come to UNI to
gain an academic education.
You learn how to be involved in
the universiry communiry.

I tudents have a special
Bridgewater said
opportunity to experience the way pro fessors approach
tudy and encourage students to work o n group project .
Th ir precedent hap d the way he approaches her
career. he said, "I can't think of anything important that
is accomplished on your own. Getting results in business
requires a collabo rative effort across disciplines."
he also remembers being impressed with the way
I, and he applies the same
people are treated at
philosophy of re pect at Pioneer. "When you think about
how work i accompli bed, the proce s u ed to get re ults is
almost as important as the results themselves," Bridgewater
said. "Without respect for the diverse talents o f people, you
run the risk of losing your most important business assetcontinued on page 9
your wo rkfo rce."

Conway, continued from page 4
"Ha rd work is indispensable," Je rry sa id . "Sometime
e ntre prene urs get lost in wanting to be CEO. They've never
interacted with people. They think everything is going to
get done without ever putting a broom in their own hands.
Denise a nd I have always been working entre pre ne urs. We
didn 't buy a fra nchise and then wa it for someone to send us
a check."
Je rry's approach springs both from his parents' ea rly
influe nce and what he ca lls "an innate desire to succeed ."
In today' bu ines e nvironment, he add , one also needs a
rele ntle passion for service and a willingness to take risks.
"There wa a time in the ea rl y '80 w hen, if you did the
right thing, people would just how up at your door," Jerry
sa id. " ow, there's a lot more competitio n struggling for the
sa me consumer dollar. The quality of o ur food is uperb,
but pe rsonal service is our edge . Cu tomer atisfaction is the
only way to win. Whatever the question is, the answer has
to be 'yes. ' ever give 'no' for an answer."

T

hat goes fo r employees as well as customers. With
so many restaurants, it's important to have first-rate
managers. The C0nways have de monstrated a knack
for finding and develo ping the right people. "Personality is
the first thing I hire," Jerry sa id. "I ca n teach people how to
cook hamburgers but I can't teach them ambition, passio n
and motivation. If they have those things, they ca n learn to
succeed ."
Austin onics' employee te nd to eize th o ppo rtunity.
About 70 percent of the Conway ' franchi e manager

Stephens, continued from page 5
te phens added ," As fa r as I'm
concerned, we still hold to the idea
of education for all. I still believe we
make all of them better citize ns. We're
being tretched, but we're till getting
the job done and doing it well. "
tephens perceives that today's
tudents face pressures "fa r beyond"
what he could conceive of as a
teenager. Essentially, they're till
kid and really haven't changed that
much. It's the pare nts, he said , w ho
are different. He readily admits that
hi mes age fo r parents ca n be a hard
one for them to hear. "I don't think the
parent are uph !ding the bargain of
being a parent," he aid . "I ee them
wanting to be friends to their child ,
and that' not what that child need a
much a guidance. "

have ri en up through the rank as cook . But the re i no
guarantee. "We give them the financial opportunity and
the re t i up to the m," Jeny aid. "To me, it' the great
American dream, to get a chance to share in the profit and
own a piece of your own store ."

I

f there's an intangible quality that defin e the triumphant
e ntre pre ne ur, it's the inner motivatio n that drive one to
be a perpetual self-starte r. Jeny Conway has the financial
security to put business matters aside and go golfing or ride
his Harley-Davidson into the Texas sunset. He certainly
enjoys those activities when he has time, but the plain fact is
that he'd rathe r be working.
"Maybe I'm the exception," Je rry sa id. "Yo u've got to be
happy in what you're do ing. That' pretty basic advice, but
I ca n't imagine anyone pe nding their whole life working at
a job they don't like. The re 's nothing wrong with working
a 40-hour a week job. I applaud anybody doing whatever
they're doing in life as long as they're happy doing it. "
The Conways are currently developing stores in Mexico
and have plans to expand their business to points no rth of
Austin as well. The communities in which the Conway do
bu iness typ ica lly benefit fro m their out randing corporate
citizen hip. Both Je rry and De ni e are active in numerou
charitable event and orga nization . Thi pring, De ni e
Conway wa named one of the area ' top 12 women in
philanthropy by the Austin Ballet's "Women On Their Toes"
program. De nise was noted specifically for he r work w ith
CASA (Court Appointed Special Advocates) of Travis County,
one of severa l children's chariti s for which De nise works
extensively in addition to her Sonic duties.

Today' educator must confro nt
tough i ue of very kind, and
tephe n has had one of the most
challenging a ignments in Iowa in
te rm of inmligration. In the past six
yea r , MH ha gone from a 3 percent
minority po pulation to 31 percent,
28 percent of w hom are Hispanic.
The language and cultural barriers
are imme n e, as are the challe nges
a o iat d ithin th community at
large.
"I welcome it," Stephe ns sa id.
"It has kept our enro llme nt up, and
it helps ou r kids experie nce w hat
they're going to encounter in the rea l
world. We're only a generation away
from the new immigra nt population
b coming community leaders. When
that happe ns, it w ill be a great thing
fo r Marshalltown. "

Stephens and his w ife , Lau ra (
'68, teaching and vocational ho me
economics), have clea rly instilled an
a ppreciation for education amo ng
their own childre n. Jennie, Andy and
Emily have six post-secondary degree
among them. Their accompli hme nts
represent the kind of outcome that
Jerry desires fo r every student in the
Marshalltown chool Di trier.
"Be a ri k take r in a po itive way,"
te phe ns advi ed. "You o nly live,
lea rn and grow w hen you're willing
to put your elf on the line to ee how
good you are. itting back and letting
o meone el e take the ri k will not get
it done. "

Bridgewater, continued from page 7

B

ridgewater is an advocate of a liberal arts educa tion
beca use of the range of skill needed to functio n in
today's world. She initially planned to pursue two
1I (computer science and accounting) , but
majors at
reconside red w hen she rea lized how much she enjoyed her
Fre nch classes and fellow classmates. Instead , she opted fo r
a French majo r to comple ment her business side . To ay it
has worked to he r adva ntage is an understatement.
"I loved the contra t between the relatively conservative
environment of a counting and a group of liberal arts
majors," Bridgewa ter aid . "It allowed me to function at two
e nds of the spectrum , and that is an ability tha t has become
more important in business. "
Ironically, it was the Fre nch major that sea led the
accounting job fo r he r at Pioneer originall y. "Without the
French major I probably would n t be he re," she sa id. "It
wasn't sp cifically that I could peak French, but Pioneer
was interested in my ability to adapt. I'd gone to chool a
couple of semeste r in France, so I had a track record of
being able to inte ract w ith people in other countrie . KPMG
Peat Marwick (her employer from 1985-88) provided me
with a strong fo undation in auditing, and Pioneer allowed
me to appl y these skills in countries throughout the world ."
Pioneer clea rly landed someone who could keep
multiple ba ll in the air. Bridgewate r ays there's no bette r
way to learn that kill than participation in extracurricular
activitie , whether it' intramural , mu ic, tudent
governme nt, athletics or the Greek system. "You don't just
come to
I to ga in an academic education ," she sa id . "You
learn how to be involved in the university community.
"It's not always the highest-intellect peopl e w ho are the
most valu able," Bridgewa ter aid . "You've got to have core

Talley, continued from page 6
received the prestigiou PhRMA
(Pharmaceutical Research and
Ma nufac turers of America) Discoverers
Award fo r the discove1y of Celebrex®.
"We really didn't know that we'd
accomplished anything back in 1993 .
We just knew we had a safe compound
w ith favora ble attributes," Talley sa id.
"It was one of those rare instances
where you have an idea , you go into
the lab and make the thing, and it
actually works ," he sa id . "That was
kind of cool, beca use most of the time
it's heavy slogging a nd a lot of trial
and e rror. "
Talley is curre ntl y vice pres ide nt
of drug di overy at Microbia, Inc.,
a private ly held biotechnology

competence, ye , but you need people who balance base
intellect with the critical lements we ca ll oft skills. "
The daughter of a career nited States Marine Corps
fa the r and math ed ucator mother, Bridgewater moved
around a lot as a child and says she probably spent more
time in Virginia than anywhere else in the sta tes. She said
she could have chosen any university, but picked UNI fo r
a number of reasons, not the least of w hich was that he r
mom, dad , aunts and uncle all went here. "It wa a fa miliar
place and I knew the quality of the education. I didn't
wa nt a mega-university. I also knew
I had some of the
absolute best accounting professors. They set incredibly
high standards fo r everybody in the program."
Bridgewate r would e ncourage today's stude nts to take
full advantage of all the opportunities that exist at U I. She
sa id , "Ste p outside your primary di cipline to find adjacent
ones-things that w ill make you better pre par d when you
enter the workplace. Work hard and make sure you enjoy
w hat you're doing ."
Diane and he r husba nd , Gaty , have two childre n,
Hailey (11) and Eric (10). Her "fa mily first" philosophy is
acknowledged , and clea rl y respected , by he r colleagues
at Pion e r. In hi ATHE A no mination of Bridgewate r,
Oe treich wrote , "While Diane is deeply involved in work
and the community, she clearly remains foc used on he r
priority of family ...Many individuals de monstrate strong
commitment and lea dership in one or two dimensions
of their li ve . Diane and Gary demonstrate this in all
area ... (their) high tandards, work ethic and expectations
fo r respect of people are positive influences fo r the large
numbe r of youth with whom they interact. "
That may well be the highest praise an employee can
receive.

company working to develop antiinfective therapeutics by identifying
and electively targeting the regul atoty
circuitty controlling microbial behavior.
Microbia is located in Cambridge,
Ma sachusett . Talley returned to
I's Mccollum Scie nce Hall last
ovember as the featured presente r
for the Dep artme nt of Chemistry's
Leland Wilson Lecture Series. His
enthusiasm fo r his work is stro nger
than ever, in no small part beca use of
the "enormous potential" he said he
beli eves the COX-2 compo unds have
fo r the treatme nt and prevention of
certain cancer .
"The most important thing in
thinking about a ca reer i to do w hat
you like," Talley sa id . "That's what I
told my da ughter wh just gradu ated

and wants to pursue natural resource
ma nageme nt. My pe rsonal feeling is
that the mo ney will come , a nd even
if it doesn't, you have the satisfaction
of doing omething you like. I wa
fo rtunate to find chemi try, and to find
out I was good at it and had a passion
fo r it. I'm glad I went to that counselor
and took that class from Russ Wiley."

W

ith all his professional
accomplishments and the
attendant rewards, Talley
sa id the relief that newly develo ped
medica tions provide to so many
people is the best part of all . "The re 's
a guy w ho fills our soda machine at
Microbi a, and he's always telling me
how much Celebrex® has helped
him," Talley sa id . "That is rea lly my
great pleasure. "

I

t was abviaus that wild harm could
not have ke pt fo rme r UNI
basketba ll coaches Jim Be rry
and Eldo n Mill e r fro m attending
the festivities in Mil wa ukee and
chee ring o n the man w ho led the
tea m to this yea r's to urname nt.
It was Be rry w ho recruited
coach Greg McDe rmo tt fro m his
ho meto wn of Cascade, Iowa, and
it was Mille r fo r w ho m Coach
Mac suited up in his playing
days as a Panthe r. Regardless of
the ir O\Yn contributio ns to UNI
basketball traditio n, both me n \Vere
e mphatic in directing the credit fo r
the Panthe rs· rece nt successes to ward
the curre nt coach and his staff.
"Greg is his O\vn man,'' !\ lill e r
sa id . "I le·s done e\·e rything you need
to do to ach ·ance in the coaching
profession. I le p layed overseas, ca me
back to get an ad va nced degree and
gor a small coll ege jo b (prio r to UNI).
He \Vas a coach fro m the day I met

him. He·s very bright, he has great
people skills and he's a very ca ring
pe rson. If you add to those things a
passio n fo r the ga me of basketball,
you're going to end up with a great
coach, and that's w hat we have. Even
mo re impo rtant, he·s an outstanding
recruite r. He's do ne a tre mendo us job
of bringing in the kinds of people we
want representing the University of
Northe rn Io wa. "
The o utpo uring of U I suppo rt

that \Vas e vide nt in Milwaukee
re in fo rced anothe r e ffo rt that
is dear to 1iller's hea rt-a
new arena fo r basketball ,
volleyball and wrestling at
UNI. "Whe n I quit coaching,
my foc us beca me trying to get
a place to pl ay "'·he re \Ve ca n
bring in big name tea ms and
fee l good abo ut the fa cility,"
Mille r sa id . ·'The
I-Do me is
a treme ndo us fac ility, but it's
not built fo r basketball. We
already have grea t wrestling a nd great
volleyball , so the timing o f having
a great basketball tea m couldn 't be
bette r as fa r as the McLeod Cente r is
concerned.
·' It doesn't get any better than this
fo r the university . We've got a bunch
of kids fro m the state, an a lumnus
coach and a great basketba ll tea m. I
couldn 't be having more fun ."

Aseason to cheer about

T

he year in UNI athletics
was unparalleled in terms
of team and individual
accomplishments. The Panthers
posted five conference or
regional championships, as well
as an CAA men 's basketball
tournament appearance, a trip
to the I-AA football playoffs,
a nd a volleyba ll home winning
streak o '1 matches.
Mark Farle 's Panther
football team won the Gateway
title for the second time in
~hree seasons and advanced to
the NCAA I-AA quarterfinals,
falling to eventual champion

Delaware. U I ended with a top - - - - • •
five national ranking and had
central region pick and a econd
five players sign professional
team academic all-American. Senior
contracts, the most ever in one year.
Jill
Arganbright,
I and MVC career
The Panthers were 6-0 at home and
leader
in
assists,
was
a first team allranked in the nation's top 20 in I-AA
MVC
choice
for
the
fourth
straight year,
attendance. U I ranked first in the
an
AVCA
all-central
region
pick and
Gateway for graduation rates, w ith five
first
team
academic
all-American.
academic all-conference players.
Head coach Chris Bucknam guided
Head coach Linda Whitehead's
fourth-year
I women's soccer team U I' men's indoor track and field
team to its fifth traight MVC title. He
finished 10-8-1 overall and 4-2-1 in the
was named MVC men's Coach of the
Mi souri Valley Conference, making it
Year, as well as Midwest Regional
the sixth-most improved team in the
Coach of the Year. Dirk Homewood
nation. Senior Anne-Marie Witko was
claimed MVC crowns in the 200
a first team all-MVC selection, and
and 400-meter dashes as did Velibor
became the MVC's career leader in
Radojevic in the 3000 and 5000 meters,
goalie minutes and saves (602).
Yuriy Litvinski in the triple jump,
U I's men's cross-country team
and the 4x400 relay team of Branimir
claimed the MVC championship under
Peitel, Homewood, Mark Harris and
first-year head coach Kyle Kepler, who
Cody Eichmeier. The Panther women
was named MVC men's Coach of the
fini hed sixth at the conference meet.
Year. U I's Velibor Radojevic finished
The
I women's basketball
second at the MVC meet. Senior Josh
team was beset by injuries but ended
Crain placed eighth. Panther women
placed sixth at the MVC meet, with Elly on a high note. Head coach Tony
DiCecco's team upset eventual WNIT
Gia the top NI fini her.
champion Creighton in the first round
Head coach Bobbi Petersen's
of the MVC tourney, and won five of
volleyball squad was 28-6 and won
its last six games. Senior Amy Swisher
its sixth con ecutive MVC title. U I
became the Panthers' career scoring
ranked in the CAA Top 25 all season
leader w ith 1,851 points. Swisher and
and beat o. 20 UC anta Barbara
junior Alex Cook were selected first
in the first round of the CAAs
team all-MVC.
before fa lling to eventual Final Four
U I's swimming and diving
participant Minnesota.
team placed fifth at the conference
Senior Molly O 'Brien, U I career
meet under head coach Stacey Simmer.
leader in kills and block , was MVC
Senior Heidi Ditscheit broke the
Player of the Year for the third straight
school record in the 200 individual
year. he was a fir t team AVCA all5IAln.lr'l&b 2004

medley. Senior Erika UthoffSchmuecker was a fir t team
all-MVC selection.
Head coach Brad Penrith's
wrestlers finished the year
ranked 18th in the nation with
a 10-6 dual meet record. The
Panthers claimed their 19th
straight West Regional title
and advanced seven wrestlers
to the NCAA championship.
Eric Hauan and Sean Stender
earned all-America honors.
UNI women's tennis ,
coached by achin Kirtane ,
brought home even wins.
Junior Jamie oyce was named
MVC Scholar Athlete.
U I men's golf under
head coach John Bermel
placed sixth at the MVC meet.
Freshman Ben Han on was tl1e team's
ace w ith a 76.8 stroke average in 11
tournaments. Junior ick Eilert on
earned MVC Scholar Athlete honors.
Bermel's women's team took fourth at
the MVC championship. Sophomore
Dana Moening was an MVC Scholar
Ath lete and had a team-best 77.8
troke average.
Panther softball won seven of its
last 10 games. enior hortstop Rachael
Rogers earned econd team all-MVC
honors, leading the team with nine
home runs and 26 RBI.
Bucknam's men's outdoor track
and field team finished second to
Wichita State. The Panthers had 17 allconference performers.
U I baseball, under head coach
Rick Heller, finished 25-31 , tied for fifth
in the MVC. Panther pitchers posted
U I's second-be t team ERA since
joining the Div. I rank in 1981. U I
finished with five hitters posting a .300
or better batting average.
Overall, Panther athletics ea rned
its second highest finish ever in the
Director's Cup sta ndings-a tie for
80th out of 300 Division I schools. The
rankings ga uge performance in NCAA
championships over the cou rse of the
athletic yea r. UNI finished highe r than
any other MVC member. ext closest
was Wichita State in 118th place.
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Sunday, October 3

Thursday, October 7

Saturday, October 9

Window Painting - Residence Halls
All Day Shozcyour UNI spirit 1/'here you lil'e!
Final judging is on Monday.

Panther Scramble
6p.m., Outside Redeker Center Teams offour
will compete in this cra.zy obstacle course
competition! Sign up in the Student Actiz•ities
Office.

5K Cross Country Run
8 a.m., West of the UNI-Dome Sponsored by the
Panther Pacers Running Club
Homecoming Parade
10 a.m. , Starting at Cedar Falls High School and
ending at 23rd Street
Hall of Fame Luncheon
11: 15 a.m., Maucker Union
Honoring UNI Athletics· 2004 inductees
Call 319-273-2470 for tickets.
Campus Walking Tour
11:30 a.m. (following parade)
Tour departs from the Campanile and ends
at the All Alumni Tailgate.
All Alumni Tailgate
11 :30 a.m.-3:30 p.m., U I-Dome West Lot
Groundbreaking for McLeod Center
2: 15 p.m., south of U I Dome
UNI Football vs. Western Kentucky
4:05 p.m., U I-Dome

Monday, October 4
Window Painting on the Hill
College Hill Sign up your student
organization to make the Hill come alit·e.
NISG u·i/1 give au·ay root beer fl.oats.
Kick-Off Ceremony
6p.m., Comer of 23rd and College streets
Help jump-start the week u•itb the official
kick-off to homecoming zrith the UNI spirit
squads, pep band,facu/(1' and students.

Tuesday, October 5
Bone Marrow Drive Registration
and Silent Auction
10 a.m.-5 p.m., Maucker Union

Wednesday, October 6
Family Feud Game
7 p.m., ~laucker Union

Friday, October 8
Alumni Golf Outing
All day, Beaver Hills Golf & Country Club
Call Nate Clayberg at 319-273-3860 for tee
times.
Campus Walking Tour
4 p.m. Tour departs from the Campanile.
All Alumni Reception
5:30-7:30 p.m., Commons Georgian Lounge
Call 888-UNI ALUM to registe1:
Pep Rally, Panther Pride Cry and
Fireworks Finale
8 p.m , North of Curris Business Building
A night of cheers, cries and e.\plosions as we
get ready for the BIG game on Saturday!
Campaniling
11:45 p.m., Campanile

SmokeyJoe's Cafe
Saturday, Oct. 23, 2 and 7:30 p.m.

W

here else can you laugh with
Lily Tomlin, move to the beat
of STOMP, wing with Big Bad
Voodoo Daddy or be uplifted by
the voice of the Soweto Gospel Choir?
Prepare to be dazzled, as there' no
better place to be than the GallagherBluedorn Performing Arts Center.
ince opening in 2000 with
a stellar performance by Gregory
Hines, the Performing Art Center
ha continually brought the be t in
entertainment to the Cedar Valley. The
2004-2005 eason i no exception,
opening with comic, actre , writer and
producer Lily Tomlin on September 9.
Tomlin i the first jewel in the
crown as she set the tage for a
sparkling season of comedy, drama,
opera, gospel, ong and dance.
"At the Gallagher-Bluedorn we
take pride in hosting arti ts who are
the be t in the world at what they do,
and we've been lucky enough to ho t
some of the world' finest performers.
The coming season is no exception.
Lily Tomlin, Bill T. Jones/ Arnie
Zane Dance Company, Chanticleer,
TOMP, Miss Saigon and the Warsaw
Philharmonic are ju t a few of the
top-notch performance coming to
the Gallagher-Bluedorn. All of which
have the power to move, entertain and
in pire," ays teve Carignan, executive
director of the GBPAC.
Every year, the taff of the
Performing Arts Center look for ways
to better serve the community and
create a new project that "makes us a
little better," Carignan says.
For the second year, GBPAC is
offering its 'A Buck a Kid" program
for the Kaleidoscope children's
serie . Last year, ticket price were
cut from 4 to just 1 to give more
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The Bluestones - Woven Harmony
Thursday, Oct. 28, 7:30 p.m.
Capitol Steps
Saturday, Oct. 30, 8 p.m.
Warsaw Philharmonic - The National
Orchestra of Poland with Olga Kern
Monday, ov. I, 7:30 p.m.
Canadian Brass
Sunday, Dec. 5, 7:30 p.m.
Nebraska Theatre Caravan presents A
CIJristmas Carol
Saturday, Dec. 18, 2 and 7:30 p.m.
children the opportunity to enjoy
out tanding theatrical performance .
More than 21 ,000 children attended
a Kaleidoscope program last year, an
increase from the 9,000 children the
previou year, Carignan says.
"This tradition of excellence is
complemented by a tradition of service
to our community," he say . "For next
year we have crafted a new way for
families to enjoy the performing arts
together. We have selected four of our
mo t exciting and educational how
and et children' ticket prices for all
seats at 1 each."
o , pick your gems and get ready
for a brilliant season!
An Evening of Classic Lily Tomlin

Thursday, Sept. 9, 7:30 p.m.

The Guys
Saturday, Sept. 11, 8 p.m.
STOMP
Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 14-15, 7:30 p.m.
Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company
Saturday, Oct. 9, 8 p.m.
Chanticleer
Thursday, Oct. 14, 7:30 p.m.

Cookin'
Tuesday, Jan. 11, 7:30p.m.
Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
Saturday, Jan. 22, 7:30 p.m.
St. Petersburg State Ballet Theatre presents
Romeo &Juliet
Sunday, Jan. 30, 7:30 p.m.
Peking Acrobats
Sunday, Feb. 6, 7:30 p.m.
Leahy
Wednesday, Feb. 16, 7:30 p.m.
Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Saturday, Feb. 26, 7:30 p.m.
Soweto Gospel Choir
Saturday, March 5, 7:30 p.m.
Opera Verdi Europa presents Cannen
Saturday, March 19, 7:30 p.m.

Miss Saigon (four performances)
Friday, April 8, 7:30 p.m.; Saturday, April 9, 2 and 8
p.m.; Sunday, April 10, 2 p.m.
Sweeney Todd
(with Theatre U I and the School of Music)

Saturday, April 23, 7:30 p.m.;
Sunday, April 24, 2 p.m.
For tickets, call 319-273-SHOW or 877-549-SHOW,
or order online at http://tickets.uni.edu. All events
subject to change.
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B

rian Zimmer, a metal casting majo r
fro m Vinton, recently resto red an
item in the Iowa Governor's mansio n ,
Terrace Hi ll.
Zimmer re produced a missing
a ntique coat hook from a large
Victorian hall tree, made specifically
in 1868 for Te rrace Hill by a ew
York City manufacture r. Located in the
ea t hall o f the man io n, the hall tree
originally had four e laoorate bra coat
hooks, two o n e ithe r side , shaped like
eagle . More tha n 30 years ago, o ne of
the hooks wa lo t.

.•r~::

Dave Cordes, Te rrace Hill
administrator, contacted Yury Lerner,
I pro fessor of industrial technology
and director of the Metal Casting
I. Lerne r asked student in
Center at
his molding practice in metal casting
class if they would be inte re ted in
working o n the project.
Zimmer, who wants to specialize
in the art me tal fi e ld , volunteered. "It
wa mo re work than I anticipated,"
he said of the 80 o r so ho ur he
spe nt working o n the hooks-one
re p laceme nt a nd o ne extra- which are
approximately 10 inches lo ng a nd 5
inches w ide . He completed the project,
which he worked o n inde pe nde ntly,
without faculty supervi io n.
To d evi e a n exact replica, he
consulted with per o nne l at Max-Ca t
in Kalo na about the mo ld and pouring
I art in tructo r Daniel
and w ith
Clasby about fini hing procedures to
g ive the hooks the prope r patina.

Although
he didn't
cha rge much
over cot,
Zimmer
learned, in
addition to
technical
skills, how to be re ourceful by gening
information and he lp from many
o urce . "I even got advice through email from a foundryman in Washington
that I met in Chicago at the annual
ca ting congress."
The people at Terrace Hill were
pleased with the re ults. "Brian' skill
and craftsmanship are great," Corde
said. "The q ua lity of the new hook is
in every way equal to the originals."
Zimmer saw how the hook looked
after it was installed. "It feel good to
have made something that will always
b o n display in a national historic
landmark. "

Campanile silent after Bob Byrnes dies
A

musical era came to a close when Robe1t Byrne (B.A. '71, M.A. '77) died
a result of complications of a massive stroke Friday, May 28, 2004. He
wa director of the UNI Men's Var icy Glee Club, carillonneur and administrative
a istant in the chool of Mu ic.
Byrne had erved as the university carillonneur ince 1972, director of the
Glee Club since 1974 and administrative assistant for the School of Mu ic ince
I. Byrnes
1979. He received his bachelor of arts and ma ter's degrees from
performed carillon r cital aero the county and traveled with the Glee Club to
Europe every other year. He wa a member of the Guild of Carillonneu r of orth
erica board of directors, erving a treasurer for five year . A numbe r of his
compositions have been published by American Carillo n Music Editions and have
performed around the world.
Bob Byrnes was a mu ician of driving pa sion a nd
dete l.ination," aid John Vallentine, director o f the chool
. Byrnes forged a strong bond among Glee Club
of
r and their Christmas shows traditionally sell out
efore the pe rformances; the gro up is recognized
,rm..rr,<>nnnally. "It was fitting that Bob too k hi last breath as
re than 40 curre nt and alumni membe r of the Glee Club
g the last no te of a tribute to Bob at the ho pita!. " It was
the le Club anthe m Brothe rs, Sing On!
1panile ha been sile nt since Byrnes' death and an
e arch for a re placement is not expected. Byrnes
a rlie r edition f thi magazine that "A student said tp me, 'you must
· g up he re, 100 fe t abov the campus playing the bells.' I don't
a . ju t love th musi ." We a ll d id .

fia

b Byrnes (farrlgbt) wltb lbe Glee
on tbei.r ,pring 2004 European
tour.
Qub
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UNI Department of Industrial Technology celebrates centennial
's Depa1trnent of Industrial
Technology celebrated
two anniver aries in May-the 100th
anniversary of the department'
founding and the 25th anniversary of
the doctor of industrial technology
degree program.
"The centennial celebration was
an excellent opportunity for us at IT to
reflect on the great accomplishments
of our department, one of which is the
doctor of industrial technology (DIT)

degree program," said Mohammed
Fahmy, department head.
The DIT degree, the only one
of its kind in the world, i designed
to develop scholars in the field of
education and industry. The program
emphasizes knowledge of industrial
technology, as well as applying
and using that knowledge in an
organizational setting. In its 25 years,
the DIT program has graduated 86
students.

"For 100 years now, the mission of
our curricula has been the integration
of theo1y and practical training,"
Fahmy said. "The fact that our
graduates are sought after nationally
shows that we have been doing
something right all of these years."
In the fall of 2003, there were
approximately 500 undergraduate IT
majors at U I. More than 300 students
have received master's degrees from
I IT program to date.
the

UNI one of only four universities

UNI student .
newspaper wins
national business and
advertising award

selected for national
community pilot project

The niversity of o rthern Iowa's
tudent newspaper, the orthern
Iowan ( I), placed first in two
categories at the College ewspaper
Business & Advertising Managers, Inc.
(C BAM) Conference in Seattle.
The NI received two first place
award plaques in Best Classified
Promotion Ad for its "Valentine's Day"
layout, and Best Di play Ad/ Full Color
for its "West Music" advertisement.
The NI also took second for
its "Absolute orthern Iowan"
advertisement in Best ewspaper
Promotion.
Lee John Geisinger,
production manager and senior
graphic communication major from
Arnolds Park, created both the "West
Music" and "Absolute orthern
Iowan" ads. Geisinger; Jill Johnson,
NI assistant business manager and
junior p ychology major from Cedar
Fall ; and Kiley Inger lev, former I
typesetter and junior math major from
Denison, created the "Valentine's Day"
ad .
CNBAM i a professio nal
organization for students and advisers
working with bu ine and advertising
de pa1t ments in 125 college and
university newspapers across the
United States.

"U I has taken
he University of Northern
ro le
active
an
public
four
of
one
is
Iowa
in
participating
to
selected
universities
promoting
activities
participate in a pilot project to
the welfare of the
strengthen engagement with their
Cedar Valley and
communities. The other three
the area it serves,"
institutions are California State
Robert Koob,
said
University, Fresno; o rthern
president. "This
UNI
Kentucky University; and the
from the
award
Matter
Place
Making
University of orth Carolina,
Foundation
Kellogg
Pembroke. The institutions were
will help
AASCU
and
selected on the basis of readiness,
in
effective
us learn how to be more
commitment (human and financial),
"
efforts.
our
and potential to serve as a model for
The 18-month pilot project will
peer institutions.
be followed by a two-day meeting
The project, called Making Place
to introduce the concept of regional
Matter, calls for each university, along
stewardship , and present the tools
with regional and state takeholders,
developed by campuses and their
to identify stewardship opportunities
regional and state partners.
and barriers and address them. Making
AASCU is a higher education
Place Matters has received $150,000
association whose membership is
from the W.K. Kellogg Foundation to
comprised of more than 430 p ublic
promote a more integrated approach
colleges, universities and systems
to engagement with communities,
of higher educatio n throughout the
regional stewardship, and advancing
nited tates and its territories.
policy and p rogrammatic conversations
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation
for state college and university leaders
was established in 1930 to help
through concrete tools and strategies.
people help themselves through the
Making Place Matter is supported
by a partnership between the American practical application of knowledge and
resources to improve their quality of
Association of State Colleges and
life and that of future generation .
Universities (AASCU) and the Alliance
for Regional Stewardship.
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New appointments for 2004-05

T

he University of o rthern Io wa
anno unced three appo intme nt
fo r the 2004-2005 year, follo wing
the retirements of To m Ro manin ,
Clark Elme r and Ro be1t Hartman thi
umme r.
Edga r L. Be rry is the new associate
vice pre ident for educatio nal and
tude nt service (E )
and dean of tude nt ,
re pl acing Ro manin , w h
had been w ith U I for
28 yea r . Most recently,
Be rry wa as i ta nt
dea n of stude nts at the
University of Ho usto n
Berry
(Texa ). He also served as directo r of
mino rity affairs fo r Muhlenbe rg College
in Alle ntown, Pa.
Ro land Carrillo , w ho has been
U I' directo r of the Office of Financial

Aid since 1987, replace
Elmer, w ho retired w ith
32 yea rs of service.
I,
Before coming to
Carrillo wa directo r
of financial aid at an
Anto nio College.
Carrillo
I alum Michael
Hager i the new directo r of re idence,
repl acing Hartman, w ho had been with
I for 27 years . Hager was previo u ly
associate directo r of
ho using admini tratio n
and info rmatio n sy te rn
at the Univer ity of
ebra ka-Lincoln . While
I, Hager
atte nding
wa a reside nt a sistant
for three yea rs and
Hager
student body preside nt for 1985-1986.

Presidential Scholars Research
Conference showcases thesis projects

U

niversity of o rthern Iowa
Pre ide ntial cho lar presented
their e nio r the is resea rch projects
during the recent Pre ide ntial cho lars
Re earch Confe re nce.
Mo rning pre e nte r and their
topic included Jill Pedr tti of Le Claire ,
bio medica l, "Cere bral Pal y: Physica l
Therapy and Medical Treatment
I ue ;" tacey o ble of Milford ,
hi tory, "A Look at the Little Rock
ine; " Kyle Gerje rts of Cedar Falls,
p ycho logy, "Coping w ith Wo rk-School
Conflict Thro ugh Social Suppo rt;"
Amanda Smith of Davenpo rt, Spanish,
"Tea hing Speaking in the Fo re ign
La nguage Classroom;" Rachel Kass of
urnne r, accounting, "Sa rbanes-Oxley:
A Compliance Case Study" and Allison
Deut ch of Waverly, crimino logy;
"Intergenerati nal Pre ferences
Regarding Puni hme nt of Criminal
Offender ."
Also Jodi Ferring of Dubuque ,
accounting, "Rule -Ba ed vs. PrinciplesBased Accounting ta ndards : Analyzing
18

the Impact of Ame nding APB o. 18
to a Principles-Based tandard ;" Matt
Jaeger of Dubuque , manageme nt
informatio n y terns, "Info rmatio n
e lectio n
ecurity: The Pro pe r Bu ine
of a ecure Info rmatio n y tern/
Po li y" and Kim Me rcer of Cedar Fall ,
Engli h, "Multilingual Wales: Cultural
Pre ervatio n o r a Losing Battle?"
Afte rnoon pre e nte rs included
Angie Boede ker of Mason City,
accounting, "SOX in the Boa rdroo m;"
Kevin Twedt of Larchwood , physics,
"An Improved Theoretical Mode l fo r
Po tassium Channel Gating in e urons;"
Corey Jan en of ully, biology,
"Ge nesis vs . cience: What i Gene is
Really Te lling s in the Creatio n to ry
and Does That Allow for Evolution?"
Ben Watne of Cedar Falls, electronic
media , "Red 's : A Study in tude nt
Filmmaking" and Kelley Wilkinson
of o lo n, panish, "Diphtho ng
Pronunciatio n Amo ng ative pani h
and Eng lish pea kers."

CSBS hosts
student research
conference
Mo re than 100 students
participated in the Co llege of ocial
and B havio ral ciences (C B )
stude nt re earch confe re nce, which
provided a fo rum for ho wca ing
tude nt-faculty re ea rch collabo ratio n .
Jo hn ]. kowro n ki , p ycho logy
profe o r at o rthern Illino is Univer ity
in DeKalb, wa keynote spea ker for
the April confe re nce. He presented ,
"On the Feeling that Accompany
Auto biographica l Me mo rie : ocial
Discourse He lp to Accentuate the
Positive and Eliminate the egative. "
nde rgraduate and gradu ate
stude nts, e mployers, ca reer counselors
and fac ulty me mbe rs also participated
in three panel discussio ns, w hich
focu sed o n graduate school,
employme nt and undergraduate
profe io nal expe rie nce .

Yards for Kids
founder honored
The Office of the Governor
of Iowa recently honored Kamyar
Enshayan, program manager at UNI's
Center for Energy and Environmental
Education, for "Yards for Kid ," which
he initiated and runs.
En hayan was among 30 people
recognized
a part of
the "Above
and Beyond"
initiativ(;
to ho nor
gro up and
individual
who have
made an out ta nding contribution
towa rd improving the well being of
Iowa children in a va riety of area .
"Yard fo r Kid " i a community
health educatio n program that aim to
ignificantly reduce the u e of lawn
pe ticide .
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Iowa science teachers
attend space workshop

Computer science grad Art students
exhibit work
receives award

cience teachers tephanie Francis,
AEA 267, Cedar Fall ; adine Weirather
Central Lee Middle School, Donnellson;
Birgitta Meade, North Winneshiek
Community School, Decorah; Mike
Carr, Ballard Junior High, Huxley; and
Lynne Campbell, Woodward-Gra nger
Middle School, attended the Marshall
pace Flight Center (M FC) Teacher
Workshop in February in Huntsville,

Eric Potratz, a May 2003 computer
science graduate from Janesville, won
the "Best Student Paper" award at
the International ACM SIGAda 2003
Conference, held in San Diego in
December. His paper was based on his
experience in his real-time embedded
systems course at U I.
Potratz used a model train set
as an example , coding the railroad
control computer in dual programming
languages, Ada and Java.
He received a 500 cash prize,
conference fees and hotel expenses.
He is living in St. Louis, where he
works as a software engineer for
Boeing Co.

Ala.

The teachers were selected by
Iowa Space Gra nt Consortium (ISGC).
The University of orthern Iowa is
an academic member of the I GC,
along with Iowa tate niversity,
the niversity of Iowa and Drake
University.

ix University of Northern Iowa
art student exhibited art at the 2004
Des Moines Arts Festival as part of the
Emerging Artist Program.
Andrew Crooks, Stephanie Sailer
and Bounnak Thammavong, all of
Cedar Falls, TJ Erdahl of Waterloo,
Justin Richert of Des Moines and
David Schmitz of Ionia, were six of 20
tudents chosen from around the state.
Crooks, a senior art major,
showed photography works; and
Erdahl, senior art major and Richert,
a December graduate, both exhibited
ceramics. Graduate students Sailer and
Thammavong exhibited 3-D works,
and Schmitz, a sophomore art major,
exhibited works in charcoal.

Performing Arts Center
UNI launch es state and
local govern ment progra m executive director namedfellow

T

he University of Northern Iowa ha launched the
State and Local Government Program (SLGP), linking
undergraduate public administration students with state and
local government officials.
"We already have one of the strongest undergraduate
public administration programs, especially in local
government, in the region," said Maureen Berner, program
director and a si tant profe sor of political science. "Our
ultimate goal is to have the best program in the country,
and we can achieve that by connecting our students to local
government officials. "
The program places students in local government offices
for internships, sends them to conferences and allows them
to attend local government association meetings. tudent
also conduct public service projects with government offices
and associations.
Berner aid the LGP would eventually provide
continuing education, training and consulting ervices to its
alumni and Iowa government official at little or no o t.
The program is modeled after one at the University
of orth Carolina at Chapel Hill, where the School of
Government trains more than 12,000 public officials
annually. There was no cost to launch the program. "Faculty
are volunteering their time , and students are participating as
part of the classroom experience, " Berner explained.
You may learn more about U I's State and Local
Government Program at www.uni.edu/ slgp or contact
Berner at Maureen.Berner@uni.edu.
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teven Carignan, executive director of the GallagherBluedorn Performing Arts Center, has been named a
fellow at the Stanford Graduate chool of Business's Center
for Social Innovation.
Only 50 outstanding arts leaders from across the nation
are cho en to patticipate; Carignan was nominated by the
Friends of the Gallagher-Bluedorn.
Carignan recently attended
a two-week summer ession at
Stanford niversity, which focused
on profit/ not-for-profit business
trategies, and business principles
and new trends in analysis and
research practices. He is now
participating in the program's
work in research, networking,
creation and dissemination of be t
practices models and trategies
development.
This program i part of a joint
venture between ational Arts
trategies ( AS) and Stanford's
Graduate School of Business
Unlvenlty of Nonhem Iowa
(GB).
Carignan holds a B.A. in hi tory, and a B.A. in theatre
and dramatic literature, both from Dickinson College. He
earned a master's in theatre from the University of Maine.
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campaign update
The campaipn for the

University of
Northernlowa

Human Performance Complex
receives grant from McElroy
The Human Performance Complex (HPC) was inspired by the need for further
research and education in the wellness industry. The 50,000-square-foot two-story
I
addition to the Wellness/ Recreation Center will house a variety of specialized
program focusing on youth and wellness.
Recently, the HPC project received a boost from the R.J. McElroy Tru t.
By making a challe nge grant of 500,000, McElroy Tru t has charged the U
Foundation to raise 1 million to match the gift. By doing so, U I will have
raised the full $6 million goal for the HPC. Currently, fundraising is at 4.5
million.
Programs housed in the HPC will include: the Center for
Healthy Youth, which encompasses the ational Program for
Playground Safety,
Camp Adventure
Youth Services, Global
Health Corps, Youth
Fitness and Obesity
Institute and the Youth
Agency Administration;
the Sports Medicine
Clinic and the Cente r
for Athletic Training
Education.

Mcleod Center ..Wall of
Champions" campaign
begins
"Be a champion. " That's the message of the final grassroots
campaign for the McLeod Center. As the fall 2004
groundbreaking draws near, final efforts are under way to
raise the last 3 million needed for the center enhancements.
"We felt that 'championing the cause' was a perfect description
for this opportunity," says Scott Leisinger, vice president for
development. "It reflects the spirit of our donors and
our Panthe r athletic team alike."
All donor of 1,000 or more will have the
opportunity to have their names placed on the
"Wall of Champions," the donor recognition walls
located in all four corners of the McLeod Center. The
100,000-square-foot center will be the new home
of Panthe r basketball, volleyball and wrestling, with
seating for 6, 100. It i scheduled for completion in
2006.
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Russell Hall grassroots campaign begins
with alumni challenge grant

m

1en Russell Hall was built in
1962, U I' chool of Mu ic
had 21 taff members and 85
student . Today, the School of Music
i ranked 20th in the natio n amo ng
comparably-sized graduate schools.
It has become one of U I's signature
programs, w ith 50 faculty and staff
and more than 350 majo rs. In addition ,
the re are more than 1,000 non-majors
taking music course .
Extensive renovatio ns, estimated
at $9.8 million , are needed to give
I's student , faculty and staff room
to accommodate this growing program.
Improvements include high-quality
performance, re hear al and recording
studio space . Recently, the Iowa
Legislature passed a bill allowing
bonds to be issued and sold in the
amo unt of $7.8 million for Russell Hall
renovations. The remaining 2 million
needs to come fro m private funding
sources.
Altho ugh the Gallagher-Bluedo rn
Performing Arts Center has taken
some pressure off the use of Russell
Hall, 80 percent of School of Music
activitie till take place there. "A large

'77, a me mber of the
School of Music Advisory
Board , has established a
100,000 Alumni Challenge
Grant. She is matching
all contrib utio ns up to
499, and doubling her
match fo r all contributio ns
over 500, up to the
grassroots campaign 's
A recent challenge by alumna Gayle Rose '77, has
goal of $100,000.
spurred over $70,000 in new gifts for the Russell Hall "This challenge grant
renovation project. This challenge, along with a recent provides an important
$500,000 gift, has brought the amount raised in private giving opportunity
to the thousands of
gifts for the Russell Hall project to over $1.5 million.
alumni who have
contingent of tudents has led to the
played in the marching, jazz and
overcrowding and overuse of Russell
sympho nic bands, sang in the choir
Hall," said Jo hn Vallentine , director of
or played in the orchestra," said
the School of Music. "This has led to
Vallentine. To track the progre s of
deteriorating conditions and lack of
this campaign , visit www.uni.edu/
space for o ur students and faculty. The
music.
audito rium has broken seats and poor
Fo r more informatio n on the
acou tics. There are o utdate d facilities,
100 million Stude nt First campaign
sound bleeding and inadequate
that includes the Rus ell Hall project,
ventilatio n throughout the facility."
McLeod Center and the Human
The School of Music is conducting
Performance Complex, among other ,
a grassroots campaign to raise mo ney
I Foundation at 800-782call the
for the project. Gayle Jo hns Rose
9522 o r visit www. uni-foundation.org.

Memorial Garden will beautify east side of Union

V

isitors to UNI routinely comment
on the beautifully-landscaped
and well-maintained campu . Three
year ago, UNI's Student Alumni
Ambassadors envisioned a Memo rial
Garden to enhance the campus, and
initiated a fund drive to create it.
ince that time, the U I Foundatio n
has joined the ir efforts to create this
special place o n campus.
The garden p lans call for
development and landscaping of the
area east of the newly-remodeled
Maucker Unio n and Center for
Multicultural Ed ucation. The Memorial
Garden w ill contain an amphitheater
and stage in the center and w ill
provide a place where students ,
alumni, faculty and staff can relax or
gather for special events.
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A key
the pathway to co mmemorate
component of the
the ir role in building the garde n
Memorial Garde n
or memo rialize a loved one. In
fundraising will be
addition to purcha ing bricks, o ther
a brick pathway
gift oppo rtu nities include flower
surrounding
gardens, limesto ne benches, garden
the flower
lights and granite pavers. For
beds. Friends
"-----"-.....;;;.;;;;;;;;;;._.,1 mo re information or to give to this
of the garden
p roject, contact the U I Foundation
w ill have the opportunity to place
at 800-782-9522 o r give o nline at
a personalized brick or p aver in
www.uni-founda tion.org.
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Af

more than 1,500 students graduate
om the University of orthern Iowa,
e reflect back on their last semester on
campus. The new additions and renovations to
Maucker nion, inspiring performances at the
Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts Center and
an outstanding winter sports season brought
excitement and a sense of renewed pride to our
university family.
U I students, faculty and staff are enjoying
new addition and renovations
wonderful
the
to Maucker Union. The most visible change is
the addition of a second floor, which houses
the Center for Multicultural Education, the
Student Involvement and Activities Center and
International Student Services. The renovations
included updated food offerings, state-of -theart meeting rooms and relocation of Health
Beat, a fitnes.s center. The enhanced facility
provides many opportunities for students, faculty
and staff to exchange ideas, work on projects or
just become better acquainted in an informal
setting. This building is a must-see during your
next visit to campus!
Renovation has also begun on the East
Gym. This facility will soon be known as the
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Innovative Teaching and Technology Center
and will house the Center for Educational
Technology, Center for Excellence in Teaching,
Computer Support Services and a variety of other
offices and departments. The proximity of the
center to the library and student union makes it
easily acces.sible to students.
The Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Arts
Center concluded another successful season with
a wonderful gala event featuri!')g Itzak Perlman.
This sold-out performance concluded a year
that featured world-renowned artists, U I music
majors, the children's Kaleido cope program
and the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony
Orchestra. We look forward to the upcoming
season which includes performances by Lily
Tomlin, the Peking Acrobats and SmokeyJoe's
Cafe, to name a few.
March Madness arrived on campus with
the Panther men's basketball team defeating
Southwest Missouri State University in double
overtime to win the Missouri Valley Conference
Tournament. This victory assured the Panthers
an NCM tournament bid. The following Sunday
night, alumni and fans gathered in Maucker
Union to await the announcement of the CM

pairings, where we
learned U I would play
Georgia Tech in the first
round of the tournament.
Prior to the first-round
game, the Alumni
Association hosted a pre-game event featuring
the U I pep band, cheer squad and hundreds
of Panther fans. While we lost the game to a
team that went on to play in the CM finals,
alumni and friends watched the team represent
the University of Northern Iowa with class and
true Panther Pride. Both on and off the court,
these young men represent all that is good about
college athletics.
Alumni and friends agree it's a great time
to be a UNI Panther. We've enjoyed a year of
much succes.s, but the best is yet to come. Mark
your calendars for Homecoming 2004, because
there's no better time to join us in celebrating
your Panther Pride!

~
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Noreen Hermansen
President, U I Alumni Association

UNI Alumni Association presents Heritage Honours Awards
The U I Alumni Association presented
Heritage Honours Awards to two alumni during
spring commencement ceremonies.
The Heritage Honours awards program
is sponsored by the I Alumni Association
and recognizes U I graduates who have
achieved significant personal and profes.sional
accomplishments. Award categories include
the Young Alumni Award, Alumni Achievement
Award and Alumni Service Award. This Year,
the Alumni Association is pleased to honor
two outstanding graduates with the Alumni
Achievement Award.
David Peters '78,
earned his bachelor's
degree in industry
from the University of
Northern Iowa in 1978.
He is currently President
and CEO of Peters
Construction Corporation
in Waterloo. During the
22

past 10 years, he has led the company's growth
by nearly tripling the number of employees
and increasing the annual sales volume from
$5.3 million to $23 million. Peters has served
his profes.sion not only on a local level, but
also nationally with his recent return to the
Board of Directors of the National Organization
of Associated General Contractors of America.
Peters is one of only four Certified Profes.sional
Constructors in Iowa and the only I graduate
to receive this profes.sional designation from the
American Institute of Constructors. Although he
has been very involved with his profes.sion, he
has also maintained his involvement with the
university, including being an adjunct profes.sor,
serving on advisory committees for Construction
Management and volunteering on behalf of the
Students First Campaign.
Paul Stanwood '54, received his bachelor's
degree in English from U I in 1954. He went on
to pursue post-baccalaureate education at many
institutions, including Oxford University, the

University of Cambridge
and the University of
Michigan, where he
was awarded his Ph.D.
Stanwood has taught
at the university level
for more than 40 years
and is currently a
profes.sor emeritus at the
University of British Columbia. His profes.sional
accomplishments include serving as the current
president of the International Association of
University Profes.sors of English, and publishing
10 books, 24 articles in scholarly journals
and 16 chapters in books. Throughout hi
outstanding academic career, Stanwood has also
maintained a high level of involvement with
his community. These efforts earned him the
"Medal of Merit" from the Governor General of
Canada and "The Year of the Child and Family
Achievement Award."
Northern Iowa %~
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Des Moines
In February, more than 75 alumni gathered for
a pre-game celebration for the U I vs. Drake
men's basketball game. The team went on to
beat Drake 84-79. Area alumni are also involved
with the Des Moines Arts Festival on an annual
basis. In June 2004, more than 100 alumni
volunteered at the fe tival on behalf of U I and
helped raise money for the Alumni Association
Scholarship Fund.
Phoenix, AZ
Alumni in the Phoenix area hosted a reception
for university guests James Lubker, dean of the
College of Humanities and Fine Arts, and Chris
Bucknam, head coach of men's and women's
track and field and cross country. Guests had a
pectacular view of downtown Phoenix from the
37th floor of the Bank One building. The annual
alumni social and Diamondbacks baseball
game is scheduled for August 22.

After having the pleasure of speaking to
the newest graduates of our university at spring
commencement, I am enthused to write this
letter as a proud member of the U I Alumni
Association and graduate of the niversity of
orthern Iowa. As I watched the graduates
cross the stage, I felt their excitement as I fondly
remembered my graduation day at U I. The
talent and energy of our newest "Panthers"
filled the U I-Dome with great pride and spirit.
Any good organization starts with knowing,
and diligently carrying out, its mission
statement. The Alumni Association's mission
statement reads, "The mission of the U I
Alumni Association is to encourage and support
a life-long relationship between the niversity
of Northern Iowa and its alumni and friends;
to promote the interaction of alumni with each
other; to promote and advance the interests of
the university and its alumni."
The vision we have in the Alumni
Association is by working with the university, we
work toward building a unified outreach to our
alumni and friends, we seek new ways to connect
the university with its alumni, and alumni with
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Mason City, IA
Alumni in the Mason City and Clear Lake area
gathered for their annual pring dinner April
21. They hosted Bill Calhoun '79, vice president
for niversity Advancement, and Tony DiCecco,
head coach of women's basketball, who spoke
about the exciting new arena planned for the
UNI campus. The Foundation plans to break
ground this fall.
Sarasota, FL
Alumni gathered for a luncheon in Sarasota
Feb. 8. University guests included Clark Elmer,
director of the Career Center and director of
Admissions (now retired), who spoke about
I's out-of-state student recruitment. Noreen
Hermansen '71, director of Alumni Relations,
also provided an update from the Alumni
Association.
Washington DC
The annual alumni reception took place Feb. 10.
University President Robert Koob '62, provided

one another, through programs and experiences
that are meaningful and mutually beneficial.
We involve individuals and alumni networks
that will support the quality of education at the
University of orthern Iowa, and enhance the
reputation of our institution.
Since joining the Alumni Association Board
of Directors, I have discovered one of the most
important impacts we, as alumni, can make
is to build a grass roots relationship with our
elected officials. umerous decisions are made
for our in titution during legislative sessions,
thus making it vital for us to educate and
advocate for I throughout the year. Many of
you have probably already built relationships
with your legislators; you may shop in the same
grocery store or worship in the ame church.
And since decisions can be made based on
these relations and trust, take the step to let
your legislator know your relationship to, and
passion for, I. In the past, U I has provided
an outstanding educational experience for its
students, full of numerous opportunities. It is
imperative our university be able to continue
this level of excellence in the future.

an update on university initiatives. Roland
Carrillo, director of Enrollment Management,
spoke about the university's out-of-state
recruitment and scholarship programs.

Men's Basketball
The men's basketball team kept the Alumni
Association busy this past March! The
Association hosted pre-game social events for
alumni and friends before each game at the
Missouri ValleyTournament in St. Louis and
the CAA game in Milwaukee. Hundreds of fans
came out to cheer on the Panthers!
California
The Alumni Association partnered with I's
School of Music and the Peterhof Quartet to ho t
events in Sacramento, San Francisco and Los
Angeles in 1ay. Alumni and friends were treated
to a performance by the Peterhof Quartet, which
is a string quartet comprised of I graduate
students from two prestigious Russian schools.
While theypursue their master's of music in
performance at U I, theyperform in the I
and Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony orchestras.

It is also my hope
that you will seek
ways to reconnect and
become more involved
with I. If you are
not a member of the
UNI Alumni Association, join today. Through
membership you will open the door to many
fun and fulfilling, as well as rewarding,
opportunities to celebrate and socialize with
fellow Panthers and friends. Our alumni family
is over 100,000 strong. Visit our website at www.
unialum.org and see what we have to offer
you as an alumnus of U I! Your participation
makes all the difference, and with your help and
enthusiasm, we can continue to have the Purple
and the Gold make a life-long difference in the
students, alumni and friends of the University
of orthern Iowa. If you have any ideas on
how the association can better meet your needs,
please feel free to contact me at the UNI Office
of Alumni Relations. It would be great to hear

f~yd}v 7 ~
Beth Jorgensen Harris '89
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3 walter, BS, and Emma (Smith} Bloom,

2-yr., celebrated their 70"' wedding anniversary
Dec. 7, 2003. They live in Colorado Springs, CO.
, 3 4

veva (Buchanan) Mikkelson, BA, lives in
Friendship Village, Tempe, AZ.

, 4 ORuth Brouillet, BA, and her husband Harold

Badger, recently celebrated their 61• wedding
anniversary. They have three children, IO grandchildren
and JO great grandchildren. They travel extensively, but live
in Santa Ana, CA.
Arletta Kober, BA, MA '70, and her husband Kay
celebrated their 60"' wedding anniversary. They met the first
week of cla5.5es at U I.
' 4 6CleoBell (Mimbach} Heiple-Tice, BA,

lives in Upland, CA with her husband Sidney.
They recently flew to Ireland for a two-week hiking tour.
They volunteer at the Rancho Santa Ana Botanic Garden,
care for their native plant garden and serve as docents at
the Sam Maloof Historic Residence. She is a poet/storyteller.
' 5 o Bob Lewis, BA, has been a principal of

Chadbourne, Patterson and iles elementary
schools and has been an assistant uperintendent of the
Fremont School District, Fremont, CA. He is working on
securing a military medal for an act of heroism prior to
hipping out for WW2.
·
, 5 1 Gordon Cawelti, BA, serves as a senior

research associate at the Educational Research
Service in Arlington, VA. He edited the Handbook of
Research on Improving Student Achievement.
, 5

2

Betty (Holloway) Mccutcheon, BA, I-yr.

'44, 2-yr. '49, enjoys her four children and five
grandchildren. She recently became a great grandmother.
, 5

3 James Livingston, BA, is serving hi third

term as president of the San Juan Unified
School District's board of trustees. He visits his children and
grandchildren often, and "has" to go to Hawaii to vi it his
only granddaughter.
Richard Benz, BA, MA '6o, i a volunteer in
the second grade reading program at Oriole
Beach Elementary School, Santa Rosa County School
District, FL. This is his tenth year volunteering, and has
been named the Senior Volunteer of the Year in the county.
, 5 4

, 5

5 James Croft, MA, was inducted into the

ational Band Hall of Fame at Troy State
University in Alabama. He spent more than 20 years in
the public school systems before joining the faculty at
the University of South Florida. He then became director
of bands and professor of music education at Florida
State University. He is past president of the ational
Band Associate and the College Band Directors National
Association.
Robert G. O'Connell, BA, and his wife Charleen, are
celebrating their 50"' wedding anniversary this fall.
, 5 6 Nancy (Kaskadden) issen, BA, 2-yr.,

retired from teaching in the Cedar Rapids
School system.
, 5 7 Janet (Berger) Douglas, BA, MA '62, retired

from guidance counseling in the Jacksonville,
FL schools.
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Ray issen, BA, is retired from the city of Cedar Rapids
Building Department.
, 5 8Kaye (Shively) Strong, 2-yr., BA '84, retired

after 18 years teaching in the Lincoln, Epublic
schools. She was awarded the Lincoln Public Schools
Foundation's Gold Star for outstanding service last May.
Barbara (Parsons) Thorngren, BA, retired after 27
years in the Cherry Creek Schools in Colorado. She had
been the coordinator of the media center for the last 14
years at Eaglecrest High School.

University of

Northern
Iowa

' 6 ORussell iedert, BA, is a retired afety

consultant living in Houston, TX.

Association

, 6 1 William Garrison, BA, retired from the Air

Force in 1983 and from the Department of the
Interior in 2000. He lives in Montro ,.VA.

2

Donald Snider, BA, has been executive
director and CEO of the Jarvie Commonweal
Service for the past six years. He and his wife Joyce live in
Allendale, G, 6

' 6 3 carroll, BA, and Joan (Hartman)
Engelhardt, BA, MA '63, live in Moorhead, M

and are grandparents of twin . Carroll retired after teaching
history for 33 years at Concordia College. Jo continues to
work at the college.
Pat Mitchell, BA, is retiring from teaching physical
education, but \viii retain hi head football coaching job at
Cedar Falls High School. He has been a teacher and coach
at Cedar Falls for nearly 40 years.
Ruth (Clark} Stoops, BA, retired thi year after 36 years
of teaching. She was with the USO 11480 in Liberal, KS.
,6

5 Karen (Kelley) Hoflmeier, BA, retired as

an administrator for Newton High School and is
serving as director of the Skiff Medical Center Foundation,
Newton.
Michael Hogan, BA, will become the new provost at
the University of Iowa. He currently is dean at Ohio State
University.
Carol (Madden) Moeller, BA, retired from Bettendorf
Community Schools after 28 years of teaching. She is
enjoying her four grandchildren and traveling.
Joyce (Bald} Snider, BA, was appointed superintendent
of schools in Upper Saddle River, NY. She had pent 32 years
in Ridgewood, where she started as a math teacher and
became assistant superintendent. She and her husband
Donald live in Allendale, NJ.
James Stover, BA, is operating a private engineering
consultant bu iness and a 600-acre farm. He and his wife
ancy are enjoying their eight grandchildren.

'661·

Barbara (Cohea)
Alvord, BA, MA '73,

----

_r,
.
.
-

publi heel a creative biography
7brough Di.fferent Eyes: An
~
~
Immigrant's Heroicjourney
..:..
~
I 889-1909. She i a poet,
playwright and fonner Iowa
educator.
Gene Luttrell, MA '66, was
Alvord '66
honored by the Iowa High School
Athletic Association and inducted into the Iowa Wrestling
Hall of Fame for his contribution to wrestling. In addition

..,.

to coaching, he had officiated for 43 years at the junior and
high school levels and 'CAA Division II and Ill levels. He is
from Waterloo.
Thomas Phillips, BA, is the director of community
investment for Pioneer Hi-Bred, Des Moines.
, 6

7 Kenneth Brooks, BA, is serving his second

year as district administrator in the Royal
School District, Elvoy, WI. He retired in 2001 from the
Illinois Teacher Retirement System after 34 years.
Bruce Eilers, BA, MA '74, is retiring as director of West
High School's orchestras in Waterloo. He has taught for 37
years, 14 of those years at West High School.
, 6 8Carol (Crovisier) Clayton, BA, was named

principal of Roosevelt Middle School, Mason
City. She was previously the associate principal.
Konstantine Tsandes, BA, MA '75, retired from Laramie
County School District# I, Cheyenne, WY, after 29 years
teaching American history and economics. He continues to
coach high school boys' soccer.
, 6 9Hugh E. Carter, BA, i retiring after 34

years in education. He spent IO years at North
Central of Manly, five years at HLV Victor and 19 years
at West Hancock Britt. He also has served on the State
of Iowa School Transfonnation Team and the School
Administrators of Iowa Representative Council.
Dave Dirksen, BA, is the principal for the high school
for the reorganized Van Buren Community School. He had
been principal at Southeast Polk and superintendent at
Annette Islands School District, Metlakatla, AK.
Dave Mazur, MA, retired after 29 years with the local Job
Training Office located at Hawkeye Community College,
Waterloo.
Mick Starcevich, BA, MA '73, was named Kirkwood
Community College's president. He had been executive vice
president.
Jerry Stephens, BA, was named the 2003 Iowa Secondary
Principal of the Year by the School Administrators of Iowa.
Stephens is principal at Marshalltown High School. The
National Association of Secondary School Principals will
recognize him nationally at a dinner in Washington, D.C.
' 7

o

Faye (Varner} Binsfeld, BA, is retiring from

teaching after 33 years in the Kaukauna, WI
schools.
Steve Corbin, BA, associate professor of marketing

at U I, received one of the Regents Awards for Faculty
Excellence.
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Jym Ganahl, BA, is chief meteorologist at WCHM-TV,
Columbus, OH. He was named one of Victoria Secret's
sexiest meteorologists in the country.
Sherry (Beckman) Kaestner, BA, retired after 32
years of teaching English in the New London and West
Burlington school districts. She is a part-time reporter for
The Des Moines County News and spends time traveling
and reading.
Lyle Luckow, BA, works for Whitfield and Eddy law firm
as a legal administrator, Des Moines.
Robert Mayne, BA, retired from the Department of
Defense and now works as a defense contractor with
orthrup Gruman Mi ions Systems. He lives in Sykesville,
MD.
ancy (Warren) Stover, BA, teaches fifth grade in
apanee, I . She and her husband Jim are enjoying their
eight grandchildren.
, 7 1 Carol (Blaisdell) Allbaugh, BA, MA '82,
was named Moreno Valley's Citizen of the Year.
She lives in Moreno Valley, CA.
Jacqueline (Hood) Bruner, BA, is helping coordinate
the Lewis and Clark Bicentennial in Missouri. She has
retired from teaching and administration.
Jean (Hauge) Klunder, BA, coordinator of Greenview
Alternative High School, Waverly, was given a Lifetime
Achievement Award from the Iowa Association of Alternative
Education.
Kenneth McMains, BA, medical director of Allen
Occupational Health, Waterloo, has been appointed adjunct
associate professor in the occupational and environmental
health department at the University of Iowa's College of
Public Health.

2 Nancy Sojka,

BA, and her husband Ted, were
selected as Iowa's Outstanding Middle School
Art Educators for 2003-2004 by the Art Educators of Iowa.
She teaches pre-K through eighth-grade art and computer
classes, and serves as curriculum coordinator at orth
Winneshiek schools.

, 7

3

Linda Law, MA, coordinates and in tructs
in the undergraduate curriculum of the
department of health, physical education and recreation at
Western Michigan University.
Kathy Stephenson, BA, is a counselor at Community
and Family Resources, Rockwell City. She has held several
other positions in social work.
, 7

, 74Jane (Pech) Balvanz, BA, an elementary
guidance counselor at the Kate Wickham
School, Coralville, was honored 1vith an Above and Beyond
Recognition Award for outstanding service to Iowa's
children, presented by Governor Tom Vilsack. She is
pursuing a doctorate in counseling education at Drake.
Steve Knipp retired as head wrestling coach at East High
School, where he continues to teach.
Maureen (O'Leary) Oates is a victim assistance
coordinator for the Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Dubuque.
Louis Ogaard, MA, administers a federally funded
environmental restoration program for the state of orth
Dakota. He recently married a woman from Bolivia and
plans to retire there in 2006.
Randy Pruisner, BA, was promoted to senior vice
president of Manufacturers Bank and Trust, Forest City. He
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had been director of information technology and human
resources.
Lynn (Kane) Vandaele, BA, is the laboratory chemistry
supervisor at Allen Hospital, Waterloo. She has three
grandchildren and farms near Fairbank.

, 7 5 Arthur Gabriel, BA, MA '77, directs the IS/IT
services at Ellworth Municipal Hospital, Iowa
Falls.
Jim Miller, BA, MA '88, was named WI Magazine's Dan
Gable Coach of the Year. He coaches wrestling at Wartburg
College.
, 76Kathy (Wahlert) Blazek, BA, has taught
special education for 30 years and has two
masters degrees from Wichita State and Emporia State
universities.
Jim Buckels, BA, created a limited edition work, The
Final 7buches, commemorating the 80th anniversary of the
White House Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony.
Andrew Jackson Sr., MA, received a doctorate degree
in multicultural education in the special individualized
interdisciplinary doctoral majors at Penn State University,
PA.

Lynise (Huft) Robinson, BA, works at Mary Greeley
Medical Center, Ames, as a physical therapi t assistant. She
does home health, nursing homes and aquatic therapy in
rehab and wellness.
Jean (Kratka) Wolski, BA, was selected as the 20032004 Faculty Laureate at Eastern Illinois University, where
she is an associate professor of theater arts.
, 7 7Mark Fanning, BA, BA '89, opened an art
studio in Traer.
Lori (Porsch) Horsfall, BA, MA '80, is director of
special education 1vith Storm Lake Community School
Di trict. She had been 1vith the Arrowhead Area Education
Agency for 2I years.
Bill Runchey, BA, coaches the Frankston Blues,
Melbourne, Au tralia, an international pro basketball team.
, 78Gerald Anglum, BA, earned the Distinguished
Service Award at the Council for Advancement
and Support of Education District VI conference. He is
assistant vice president for marketing and public relations
for U I.
Pamela Bowman, BA, is the new human resource
director at Western Illinios, Macomb, IL. She was lvith
Hawkeye Community College.
Adolfo Franco, BA, MA '80, is the U.S. Agency for
International Development's assistant administrator for
Latin America and the Caribbean.
(Diane) Mari Opatz-Muni, BME, MM '80, received
tenure at Miami University of Ohio. She is associate
professor of music and the director of the opera program.
David Peters, BA, president of Peters Construction
Corp, was elected to the Associated General Contractors of
America Board of Directors, Washington, D.C.
Kurt Reynolds, BA, is a third grade teacher at Roosevelt
Elementary School, head wrestling coach at the middle
school and assistant football coach at the high school in
Cherokee.

Notes

Friends of the Library Board, and is a reading volunteer for
two schools. She enjoys her grandkids.
Steve Schmit, BA, MA '85, is the director of education and
academic dean for Hamilton College, Cedar Falls.
Lowell Vick, BA, celebrates his 25 th year at Maytag
Appliances. He has received the Builder Divisions Marathon
Award for 2003 and completed his MBA at the University of
Phoenix.

, 8OBrian Carr, BA, repairs clocks and watches. He
is the owner of Iowa Clock and Repair. He had
been in phannaceutical ales.
Marcie (Reeves) Frevert, MA, a state representative
for House District 7, is running for re-election. She is
active in many organizations around the state and in her
Emmetsburg community.
Keith Poolman, BA, was inducted into the IHSM
Official Hall of Fame. He has officiated at 28 CM
tournaments at all three division levels and at the junior
college level. He lives in Charles City.
Kristin (Davis) Tolvstad, BA, joined the Georgia Legal
Services Program, Savanna, GA.
, 8 1 Dana Roland Johnson, BA, was named
president and CEO of America Bancshares,
a bank holding company lvith operations in southern
California.
Sue Ooseph) Joslyn, BA, MA '87, was named U l's
distinguished scholar. She is a professor in the School of
Health, Physical Education, and Leisure Services and has
earned a national reputation for her research in breast and
bladder cancer.
Anne (Gallagher) ass, BA, MA '83, is the president of
the Cedar Valley Hospice Board of Directors and Executive
Committee.
James Rebik, BA, 1vill begin studying law at Concord
University School of Law. He had been practicing
otolaryngology and facial plastic surgery in Altus, OK.
Doug Richardson, BA, received the Excellence in
Science Teaching Award for 2004 from the Iowa Academy of
Science. He is an eighth-grade science teacher at orwalk.

2

Susan (Cunningham) Burk, BA, is the
news director at KTWO TV, an ABC affiliate in
Casper, WY. The Wyoming Association of Broadcasters and
the Associated Press have honored her for her anchor and
reporter work. She and her husband Richard live in Casper
lvith their two son .
Laura Dawson, BA, is a partner at Kindwall, Burkhardt
and Dawson, an accounting firm in Cherokee. She is a
member of many community organizations.
Lora (Wypich) Kander, BA, started her own business,
Katch-A-Kup coffee shop, in 200 l in South Sioux City, E.
She \viii be expanding to a larger location this year.
Valentine (Kuchynka) Martin, BA, MA '89, received
the Cedar Valley Sertoma Service to Mankind Award and
received the Realtor Emeritus Award for 50 cumulative
years of membership in the ational Association of
Realtors.
Sandra O'Brien, BA, is the director of diversity at
Morning.5ide College. She had been 1vith the Siouxland
Diversity Coalition.
,8

, 79Bonnie (Kruse) Mansfield, MA, 2-yr 'SI ,
retired after being a consultant for A.EA 13 for
19 years. She i a liaison for UNI special education, a court
appointed special advocate, on the Alzheimer's Board and
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Carrie (Blake) Hensley, BA, is a real
estate sales aswciate for Rex Blake Real Estate,

Waukon.
Douglas, BT, and Laurie (Dennis) Krumm, BA,
live in Swisher. Douglas is a quality manager at Rockwell
Collin and a captain on the Swi her Volunteer Fire and
Rescue Dept. Laurie does IMC (library) at Prairie Crest
Elementary, College Community Schools in Cedar Rapids.
Tina Walls, BA, is an as.sistant vice president at
Huntington Bank. She lives in Reynoldsburg, OH.

' 8 4Rochelle (Parker) Bruno, BA, i a second
grade teacher at Rees Elementary in Alief I.S.D,
Houston, TX.
Erik Hertzer, BA, joined Winnebago Industries as flight
department manager. He had been the chief pilot for JeWr
Inc.
Burt Marlowe, BA, MA '90, has been an actuary for 18
years, and works at Zurich orth America. He and his wife
Dina have three children and live in Lisle, IL.
Randy Pilkington, BA, was appointed to the tale's
Council of Economic Advisers. He is the director of U l's
Center for Decision Making.
Cathy Rottinghaus, BA, received the Community
Supporter Award from the Cedar Fall Chamber of
Commerce. She owns Cathy's Hallmark.
,8

5

Mark Farland, MA '85, principal at Peet
Junior High, Cedar Falls, was a finalist for the
2004 Iowa Middle School Level Principal of the Year award.
Linda (Guenther) Quibell, BA, works as a unit
secretary and clinical partner at Iowa Lutheran Hospital.
' 8 6Christine (Kirschbaum) Fox, BA, was
promoted to lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Army. She is on active duty with military intelligence at
Huachuca, AZ. She and her husband David have four
children under the age of 7.
John Hoppes, BA, i senior manager of product
development at Waterloo Indu tries. He had been with
Waterpik Technologies.
Dan Meyer, BA, joined Corn Belt Power Coop, Humboldt,
as its development finance director. He held other financial
and planning po itions with other electric companies.
Julie (Adams) Nordman, BA, is the receptionist at
Doerfer/J'DS Automated, Waverly.
Jeff Schlobohm, BA, is a loan manager at the U I Credit
Union. He had worked in the lending and securities trading
business in the Cedar Valley for 18 years.
Deb Vangellow, BA, has been selected to Golf for Women
magazine's "Top 50" teachers for the third time. She is the
director of golf instruction at Sweetwater Country Club,
Houston, TX, and is an instructor 1vith the LPGA's ational
Education program.
'8

7James Clapsaddle, BA, MA '89, was selected
for the rank of lieutenant colonel in the Air
Force. He recently was a Congressional Fellow in Senator
J. Camahan's office, advising on nuclear, defense and
foreign affairs. He now is serving as a Congressional and
public affairs officer to the Air Force's Surgeon General,
Washington, D.C.
Todd K. Meyer, BA, BA '90, was named middle school
principal for Pipestone, 1 schools.
Mary (Holm) orton, MA, retired from a career in
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education. For many years she taught elementary school,
most recently at orth Cedar in Cedar Falls. She also taught
at U I in the education department. She plans to continue
to work at restoring prairies, wetlands and woodlands near
her farm in 'ew Hartford, master sailing, read and travel.
Bryan VanDonslear, BA, BFA '91, is a fine art adjunct
instructor at Hawkeye Community College, Waterloo.

, g gshelly Clyde, BA, is a U.S. Army major
stationed in South Korea.
Jodi (Lingren) Tymeson, BA, was promoted to
brigadier general of the Iowa ational Guard, the highest
rank ever for a woman in tl1e Guard. She represents
Iowa House Di trict 4 in the Iowa
Legislature.
Nancy Witt, BA, has one of
her essays publi hed in the book
Rejleclionsfrom a Di.fferenl
Journey, which focuses on what
adults with disabilities wish all
parents knew. She is a program
manager for the State Public Policy
Group Inc., and lives in Reinbeck. Witt '88
' 8 9Frances (Sisson)
Kennedy, MA, is the author of a biographical
picture book, 7be Pickle Patch Bathtub. She lives in
Dubuque.
Bonnie Koloc-Wolf, BA, folk singer, has now combined
art 1vith some of her songs. She exhibited her works at the
Waterloo Center for tl1e Arts.
Tom Rial, BA, is the director of the Iowa Export Assistance
Center of the Great Des Moines Partnership.
' 9 O Darren Garrett, BA, is the director of
marketing and communications for Palmer
College of Chiropractic, Davenport, IA.
Teri (Wilkins) Gerst, BA, was promoted to as.sistant
vice president and credit administration manager at
Community National Bank, Waterloo.
Steve Hauschilt, BT, is president of Graham
Construction Co., Des Moines. He had been a project
manager.
Christopher Rolwes, BA, MA '94, teaches social studies
and coaches basketball and baseball at Cedar Rapids
Jefferson High School. He had been at Marshalltown High
School.
Scot Swisher, BA, is the director of accounting at
CitiGroup, Irving, TX, while his wife Donna teaches middle
school.
' 9 1 Brent Ascher, BT, is as.sistant director of
residence and facilities at U I.
Lenard Kerr, BA, was deployed to Sinai, Egypt, as part of
the Multinational Peacekeeping Forces and Observers. He is
a major in the Army ational Guard.
ancy (Kettman) Schuler, MA, i retiring as risk
manager for Covenant Health S) terns, Waterloo.
Julie (Stritesky) Siepker, BA, works as an insurance
agent in a family-owned business in Fonda. She and her
husband Ron have two boys.
,9

2

Stephanie AJthof, BM, tarted Open Door
Marketing and Advertising Solutions, Waterloo.
Brad Buck, BA, was named the Area 11 Middle Level
Principal of the Year and the State Middle Level Principal of

Notes

the Year by the School Admini trators of Iowa.
Clayton Condit, BA, was the editor of Americas Lost
l.Andscape: 7be Tai/grass Prairie, a feature length
documentary film directed by l's alive Roadside
Vegetation Center. Condit's company, Splice Here, also
provided the graphics and audio services.
Barbara Miller, BA, is marketing manager at Integra
Financial Solutions, Minneapolis, MN. She is an ASD
Series 7 Investment Registered rep and Series 24 Securities
principal.
Bridget Oliva, BA, was promoted
to vice president of sales and
marketing for MSI Inc., a supplier
of hotel technology and property
management S) tern . She had
been director of national ales and
had won numerous awards for
exceeding sales goals.
Lisa (Squires) White, BM,
Oliva ,92
perfonned operatic selection with
the Waterloo-Cedar Falls Symphony. She has completed
coursework in the doctoral progran1 at the Cleveland
Institute of Music.

,9

3

Marty Klees, BA, received an MBA from the
University of Iowa.
Robert Schmadeke, MA, joined VGM Club. He had been
1vith GrundyCenter Schools.
' 9 4Jacinda (Grishaber) Canfield, BA, coaches
girls high school track at Hudson High School.
Chris Honkomp, BA, became a partner in the Bergan,
Paulsen & Company PC accounting finn, Waterloo.
Kimberly (Enockson) Meggers, BA, is a systems
analyst with atiomvide Advantage Mortgage Company in
West Des Moines.
Shannon (McClintock) Miller, BA, works as a private
applied behavior analyst therapist in Johnston.
Kristi Mindrup, BA '94 and '96, joined Gemvision Corp.,
Davenport, as an instructional designer.
Paul Norton II, BA, tran ferred from ew York to
Louisiana as business director 1vith Gennan publi hing
house TASCHE .
James Schmitz, BA, works in marketing for a large
di tributing company in the Des Moines area.
Jeffrey Weekly, BA, was featured on an episode of
The Hi tory Channel's Taclical to Praclical show. He is
a research aswciate at the aval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA.
David Zahn, BA, is marketing manager for John Deere
Health, Waterloo.
'9

5

Christine Brebes, BA, left Kansas City to play
tango music in Buenos Aires, Argentine. She
joined the tango group El Arranque and has toured Europe
1vith Tangos de la Cruz del Sur.
Carrie (Miller) Denton, BA, joined VGM Financial as a
credit manager. She had worked at Fanners State Bank.
Brad Halverson, BA, was promoted to cu tomer service
manager, passenger services for American Airlines at Fort
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.
Casey Langan, BA, is a direct marketing account
executive for The Mudd Group, Cedar Falls. He had been
1vith the Waterloo Community Schools.
Mike Steele, BA, is chief operating officer of Fast Cash/
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Expres.s Tax Service, Muscatine.
Stacy Van Gorp, BA, MA '97, a member of U l's School
of Health, Ph) ical Education and Lei ure Services, is on
loan to Opportunity Works in the Cedar Valley.
Matt Washburn, BA, was named the vice president
of management services and chief financial officer at
orthwest Iowa Power Cooperative, l.eMars.

, 96Jill {Wright) Adams, BA, i a graduate
teaching assistant at the University of Kansas.
Heath Bohlen, BA, received his second avy and Marine
Corps commendation medal while assigned to Carrier Air
Wing Three. He had been deployed to the Mediterranean Sea
to support the war in Iraq. He is a lieutenant in the avy.
Rob Bruxvoort, BA, will open his medical practice at
Pella Medical Clinic. He pecializes in family medicine.
Monty Buhrow, BA, joined the law firm of Byrne,
Townsend, Mead &Smitherman, Dallas, TX.
Bret Greve, BA, teaches fourth grade at Harris-Lake Park.
Todd Hawkins, 1A, teaches at Carmel Clay Schools,
Indianapoli , I
Dawn Michels, BA, finished her residency and accepted
an associate position at St. Matthews Foot and Ankle Clinic,
Louisville, KY.
Melissa Sampson, BA, received the U.S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce's Kulp Award for leading the Clive Jaycee
Chapter to be named the best chapter in the nation in
2003. She i a senior public relations account executive at
Strategic America.
Kristy {Luiken) Sawyer, BA, joined VGM Financial
Services as a staff accountant and had worked at
Exceptional Persons in Waterloo.
Christine {Wiemann) Schrage, BA, MBA '97, is an
instructor of management and marketing at UN I.
Stephen Sporer, BA, is associate director of alumni
relations at Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, .
7Threase Harms-Hassoun, BA, has started
Advocacy Strategies, an advocacy and grassroots
consulting business, in Windsor Heights.
Angela Huffman, BA, is the new building/program
coordinator for tl1e Chickasaw Wellness Complex, <!IV
Hampton.
Brad Leonard, BA, is vice president at Septagon
Con truction Co., Des Moines. His wife Tami, BA, owns
Cookies By Design.
Ashleigh Magrin, BA, teaches high school Spani h at
Hayfield Secondary School, Alexandria, VA.
Janell Trost, BA, works as a human resource
representative for Shell Oil Products US - Lubricants.
Matt Wade, BA, was named president and CEO of Center
Point Bank and Trust. He started at the bank in 1996.
,9

, 9gchristy Aumer, BA, graduated from the
University of Iowa Law School and will be a law
clerk witl1 Judge Anu Vaitheswaran in the Iowa Court of
Appeals.
Rebecca Kauten, BA, is the nf!lv communications
director with the Iowa Environmental Council and is
working on a master' in public administration from
Drake.
Brian Klaas, BA, i a loan officer for Wells Fargo
Financial, Des Moines.
Gary Saak, BS, is a certified project management
professional and works for the Interstates Companies.
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, 99runothy Brickley, BA, is a teacher in the
Johnston Schools. This is hi fifth year as a video
production and accounting teacher.
Stephanie Brown is the Emmet County assistant
attorney. She had been working at her father's law firm in
Emmetsburg.
Christina Danielsen, BA, was appointed the
academic and enrollment coordinator for the School of
Communication and Arts, Buena Vi ta University, Storm
Lake.
Linda (Bundt) Graber teaches science at the middle
and high school level. She i a nationally certified
secondary science teacher.
'ooshad Decker, BA, is an interactive
programmer for Hellman Associates, Waterloo.
Jennifer Fletcher, BA, joined the law firm of Spencer
Fane Britt &Browne, Kansas City, 10, as an associate
practicing in the litigation and dispute resolution group.
Tisa Kirschner, BA, i an optician in 1adison, WI.
Leslie Kubik, BA, joined Hellman Associates, Waterloo,
as a media buyer.
John Tousignant, BA, was promoted from new business
coordinator to junior account executive at The Mudd
Group, Cedar Falls.
Jori Wade-Booth, BA, is a copywriter for VGM Creative.
She had been 1vith Waverly Newspapers.

1

Mike Burgher, BA, is the art teacher at Dallas
Center-Grimes High School.
Mo!Jy Campbe!J, BA, works as an enrollment counselor
for the niversity of Phoenix ground campuses. She is
working on her MBA and lives in Denver, CO.
Roger Cannoy, BS, is a certified project management
professional and works for the Interstates Companies.
Greg Crocker, BA, resigned as city administrator
in Elkader. He 1vill pursue hi master's in public
administration and law degrees at the University of
1issouri, Columbia.
Alexandra Dooley, MA, is an adjunct fine art in tructor
at Hawkeye Community College, Waterloo.
Mo!Jy Hackenmiller, BFA, is an assi tant box office
manager at U l's Gallagher-Bluedorn Performing Art
Center.
Theresa Harlan, BA, teaches Spanish at Clear Lake High
School.
Charlotte McCleary is a service pecialist for Cardinal
Health, Waukegan, IL.
Matthew Oltrogge, BA, i a real estate agent 1vith
Cortright Realtors, Waterloo.
,o

2

Amanda {Pitts) Griffin, BA, teaches first
grade in Hanford, CA.
Ryan Hannam, BA, is a tight end with the Seattle
Seahawks NFL team.
Brian Heckart, BA, was promoted from media buyer to
nf!lv business coordinator at The Mudd Group, Cedar Falls.
Mike McGill, BA, i director of public relations and client
services for eCreative Group, Independence.
Mia Noe!Jer, BA, was named program manager of tl1e
year for Best Buddies International. She works with colleges
across Iowa to start and support chapters of Best Buddies.
Matt Salvatore, BA, is the director of the Ida Grove
Community Recreation Center. He had been parks and
recreation director at Sheldon.
,o

Notes

Chris Swales, BA, teaches social studies at Valley
Lutheran High School, Cedar Falls.
Brock Walaska, MBA, received his commission as a
naval officer after completing Officer Candidate School.
Jill Lain Weaver, 1A, was named manager of the public
relations department at Modern Woodmen of America.
Nicholas Wigant, BA, is a computer programmer for
UPS, Des Moines.
Stacey {Mc orton) Wigant, BA, was a high school
Spani h teacher at Panorama CSD for two years, but is in a
similar position at Van 'leter CSD.
Traci {Moen) Wolfensperger, BA, teaches visual
arts at Valley Lutheran High School, Cedar Falls. She also
coordinates the student computer area and 1vill help with
theater productions later this year.

3

Ross Freeman, BA, had one of his films, 'l11e
Story About W11en !Arggy Got A Bee Sting and
Shut Himself in His Room and Went Insane, showcased
at the Cedar Rapids Independent Film Festival.
Derrick Frost, BA, is trying out for the punting team for
the Cleveland Browns. He had signed a free-agent contract
1vith the Philadelphia Eagles, was released, then went to
Baltimore.
Micah Jackson, BA, joined Prudential One Realty Centre
as a sales associate specializing in residential real estate.
Dean Kraus, BA, joined the lending team at First Tru t
and Savings Bank, Albany, IL. He and his 1vife Diana live
in Davenport.
Nicole {Leis) Lestikow, BA, teaches fourth grade at
DeSoto Intermediate, Adel.
Londa Liddle, BA, joined the State Public Policy Group
as a financial services manager, Des Moines.
Tammi Meyerhoff, BA, works for Schumacher Elevator,
Denver, as marketing and special project coordinator.
Mark Palmer joined the Mudd Group as a graphic arti t.
He had been with American Color Imaging.
Eric Potratz, BA, is a software engineer at Boeing.
Meg Taylor, BA, works at the Cedar Falls Library, but 1vill
pursue her master's in library science at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison this fall.
Kimberly Wolf, BA, teaches second grade at Adel
Elementary.
,o

Marriages
Marilyn Carson BA '7 I &Thomas
S Ferguson ancy Newton BA '72 MA '75
&Mick Puckett Betty Gienau BA '74 &Larry Wycoff BA
'74 Thomas Heyenga BA '74 & Kris Schultz Michael
Freese BA '75 & ealene Maurer Jerry Bisher BA '78 &
Julie Christy BA '79 Susan Quirk BA '79 &Jim Powers
, 7 o

' s o s Bruce Roth BA '81 &Jody Mony Nancy
Whitcher BA '82 &Daniel Foe Daryl
Kruse BA '85 &Sarah Wilde Barbara Strubel BA '87
& Patrick Kayser Lynn Schuster BA '87 & Ron Calonder
Philip Jameison Jr BA '88 &Lisa Boleyn BA '88 Amy
Steffen BA '88 &Greg Clay
' 9 O sEugene Westendorf BA '90 &Denise
Brus Lori Schwarzkopf BA '90 &
Marc Miller Brian Blum BA '90 & Donna Brindmour
Brenton 0xenreider BA '90 &Christine Oxenreider
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Daniel Ziesmer BA '91 & Michelle Klaas RulJestad
Todd BA '91 & Ashley Tilka Donald Recker BA '91 &
Diana Brown Jill Roethler BA '91 & Mark Frein Jane
Schwienebart BA '91 & Patrick Rogers Ruth Lunsford
BA '92 & Scott Edlin Angela Voss BA '92 &Jay Dann
Steven Henneberry BA '92 & Machelle Buseman
Joan Welter BA '92 & Lee Hoerner John HolJand BA
'92 MA '95 & lichelle Clark Paula Menster BA '93 &
Herbert Fedder Brenda Schminke BA '93 & Douglas
Slivinski Darcie ovotny BA '93 MA '96 & Vincent
McGee Jeff Wendel BA '93 & MichelJe Tosel BA '97
Joel Van Haaften BA '93 &Jennifer Stephens BA
'93Jolanda Parrett BA '94 MA '00 & Denni Mihalovich
Joey Seaman BA '94 & Craig Plummer Daniel Pals
BA '94 & Erin McQuillen Michael Schneider BA
'94 & Ann Cruz Michael Murcure BA '94 & Audra
Morrisey BA '97 Peggy Kennedy BA '94 & Jeff Gaul
Chad Hagarty BA '94 &Jenny Harris Karen Wood BA
'95 & Kenneth Grothe Heather Eccles BA '95 & Troy
Dejoode Chad Peterson BA '95 & Tara Anderesen Eric
Hodgson BA '95 & Cheryl Kurtz Derek Adams BA '95
& Angela Johnson Brian Byrnes BA '95 & Cindi Ferguson
Tracey Julius BA '96 & Hugh Sjeveland Kathleen
Nielsen BA '96 & Tony Leo Brooke Vannatta BA '96
& Warren Carlson Lori Duesing BA '96 & Ken Knief
David Swanson BA '96 &Jennifer Grittman BA '98
Stacie Willenborg BA '96 & Erik Hull Brett Tjaden
BA '96 &Jennifer Moon BA '95 Tracey Roling BA
'96 & ik Godon Tara Boyles BA '96 &Jason Witham
Karina Kuehl BA '97 &Jeremy Bauswell Erin Bartlett
BA '97 & Brian Straw Jeanette Hickman BA '97 &
Bryan Cornforth Wendy Johnson BA '97 & Mike
Childers Zachary Irvine BA '97 & Mindy Rohrbeck
Julie Hartema BA '97 & Andrew Borunda Heather
Jorgensen BA '97 & Rob Ransom Traci Ristau BA '97
& Allan Ludwig Angela McNurlen BA '97 & Steve Bex
MichelJe Stewart BA '97 & Martin Postma Nathan
Price BA '97 & Kimberly Edwards BA '98 MA '99
Mark Strassburg BA '97 & Nicole Carlo BA '00
MichelJe Jensen BA '97 & ic Nelson Daryl Lowe BA
'97 & Brenda Edson BA '00 Mark Baas BA '97 MA '99
& Becky Trenary MA '99 Elliott Mapes BA '97 & Chasity
Thompson Jay Heimsoth BA '97 & Melissa Myers Kecia
Ross BA '98 &Jay Appleby Angela Lalan BA '98 &
Christopher Kliewer Teresa Hippen BA '98 & Christopher
Heesch David DriscolJ Jr BA '98 &Jodi Roethler BA
'98 Sara Brua BA '98 & Lance Fredericksen Jennifer
Gaarrard BA '98 & Mark Lasater Jacey Hook BA '98 &
Jason Fischer Elizabeth Petri BA '98 & Dennis Maggio
Kelly Schmitz BA '98 & Stephen Henderson Valerie
Jenkins BA '98 & Yannis Brownell Amy Edgerly BA
'98 & 'Iyler James Elizabeth Geelan BA '98 & Michael
Alesch Kathryn Warren BA '98 & Todd Hermansen
Jennifer Truax BA '98 & Chad Lassen Alissa Suthers
BA '99 &Jeff Jirak Trudy Thoma BA '99 & Olivier Perdrix
Sarah Gibbs BA '99 & Curt Wymer Kyle Wilcox BA
'99 & Kri ten Richardson Dara Cockrum BA '99 & Chad
Bartels Jocelyn Peitz BS '99 & Lance Lenhart Melissa
Schnoor BA '99 & Richard Schumaker Lauren Burger
BA '99 MA '00 & Jay Templeman Jody Oeth BA '99 &
Braden Boyd Kirk Hillard BS '99 & Maria Hlas BA 'O I
Amy Nolte BA '99 & Brian Feld Brant Miller BA '99
& Suzanne Brimhall BA '99 Tonya Weidemann BA
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'99 &John Davis BA '99 Alex Mullan BFA '99 & Susie
McGhee BA '98Julie McWeeny BA '99 & Michael Miller
Courtney Johnson BA '99 MA '01 & Gabriel Wilson
Sarah Zimmerman BA '99 & Bill Bond Michael
Weiglein BA '99 & Hayley Peek Geoffrey Hunerdosse
BA '99 & Marianne Smysor Ryan Jones BA '99 & Ellie
Jones Greg Smith BA '99 & Leah Lukes BA '00 Sara
Kohnen BA '99 & Robert Hofer Kristin KelJy BA '99
& Scott Chapman Curtis Schares BA '99 &Jennifer
Jackson BA '01 Jill Levendusky BA '99 & Bradley
White athan Quayle BA '99 & Kristen HoffJennifer
Mueller BS '95 & Jason Boaz

,oo

Anne Thompson BA '00 & Michael
S Hedrick Katie Koble BA '00 &Joel
Walsworth Clint Jensen BS '00 & Amy Zimmerman
BA '00 Sherman Newkirk BA '00 & Elaine Cunningham
Katie Collison BA '00 & TJ Heiler John Oake)
Austin BA '00 & Sarah Lagrange Ryan Wieseler BA '00
& Kyanna Petersen BA '00 Erich Harksen BA '00 &
Erin Langfitt BA '00 Rebecca Glace BA '00 & Lucas
Bartlett Lisa Davidson BA '00 & Matthew Johanson Jody
Greiner BA '00 & Shawn Phillips Stephanie Peterson
BA '00 & Matthew Thoma Eric Pratt BA '00 & Amanda
Yenger Katie Eckhart BA '00 & Joseph Fitzgerald
Theresa Routh BA '00 & Kent Chapman Jeremy
Crook BA '00 & Kari Thilges BA '00 Matthew
Minahan BA '00 & Melissa Mausser BA '00 Katie
Maxon BA '00 & Todd Sonsalla Austin Lorenzen BA
'00 & Megan Boote BA '03 Jeremy Kessens BA '00
& Christine Merfeld Kyle Winter BA '00 & Elizabeth
Hartley Erin McElroy BA '00 & Peter Parra Melissa
Becker BA '00 & Paul Deiters Karen Gallagher BA
'00 & Grant Pyron Jennifer Groteluschen BA '00 &
Jason August Matthew Wertz BA '00 & MolJy Buckner
BA '99 Kelly Wilhelm BA '00 & Michael Karcher Julie
Spittal BA '00 & Adam Schneider Kyle Ervin BA '00 &
Sara Ehrecke BA '01 Julie Bauer BA '01 & Anthony
Garry Thomas Hansen BS '01 & Melissa Hanlon BA
'00 Emily Bateman BA '01 & Brian Becker Kimberly
Knutson BA '01 & Taylor Bear athan Buchholz
BA 'OI & icole Husak BA 'OI Jana Hamm BA 'OI
& Eric Troendle Kara Stoermer BA '01 & Eric Clark
Rachel Wingert BA '01 & David Kimball Jill Dickey
BA '01 & Todd Roberts Josh Peters BA '01 & Lindsay
Schaefer BA 'OI Nicole Wehr BA 'OI & Patrick Stoutner
Jason Chalupsky BA '01 & Stacy Monk BA '02 Matt
Koopman BA '01 & Megan Jones BA '01 Lyndsay
Tjaden BA '01 & Edward BlackwoodJeremy Jones BA
'01 & Michelle Reiseck BA '02 Nicole Tunning BA
'O1& olan Stribe Angela Deshaw BA 'OI & Gary Blight
Kevin Prevo BA 'OI & Angela 7.eitler Christina Hobbs
BA 'OI & Darren Bare Stacie Savits BA 'O1& Derek York
Debra Dumler BA 'OI & Tony Kisch Shannan Magee
BA '01 & Matthew Anfinson Kara Case BA '01 &Jarrod
Sieben Jennifer Wasoba BA '01 &Jason Liles Alyssa
Petersen BA 'OI & Travis Wildeboer Justin Andersen
BA '01 & Heidi Dorenkan1per BA '99 Katie Harms
BA '01 & Erin Lyons Robyn Like BA '01 & Travis
Ponder Erin McNaughton BA '01 & icholas Lehman
Joseph Gaffney BA '01 & Mary Ann Galbraith BA
'95 Eric McCollough BA '01 & Angela Bucklin BA
'00 Michael Wiethorn BS 'OI & Debra Schaefer Joelle
Mixdorf BM 'OI & Floyd Smith Todd Reed BA 'OI &

Notes

Cherilyn 0'Loughlin Michele O' eil BA '01 & Casey
Doyle Brock Traetow BA '01 & Megan Ruiter BA
'02 Jennifer Wagner BA '01 &Jason Hillebrand Dan
Engstler BA 'OI & Heidi Richardson Tun Waskow
BA '01 & Lucia Alessio BA 'O}Jonna Mauch BA '01
&Jeremy Hayes Leah Buhmann BA '01 & Timothy
Schneider Lee Howard BS 'OI & Kari MitchelJ BA '02
KelJy Donovan BA '01 &Jeremy Foht Katie oring BA
'02 & Wes yberg Sarah Smith BA '02 & Travis Adolphs
adine Silver BA '02 & Kraig Meyers Matthew Meyers
BS '02 & Tara Sutherland BA '02 Alexa Sibley BA
'02 & Eric Hoffman Adam Nosbisch BS '02 & Rachel
Barry BA '02 Jessica Simmer BA '02 & Erik Bergman
Heather Stenk BA '02 & Amanda Hobson BA '02
Erin Baty BA '02 & Soloman Miller Laurie Steffen BA
'02 &Jered Birt Carmen Oswalt BA '02 & Chad Wilson
Lindee Petersen BA '02 & Michael Flater Wendy
Wood BA '02 & Arie Steffens Kyle SelJner BA '02 &
Mariel Froelich Mitchell Gustin BA '02 & Lora Kalb
Jaime Tokheim BA '02 & Brent Bonner Jeff Buckles
BA '02 &Jennifer Moore BA '02 Justin Michael BA
'02 & Darla Kaisand BA '02 Jennifer Sanersfeld
BA '02 & George Erwin Candace Weiland BA '02 &
Paul Daniels Rita Kruger BA '02 MSW '02 & icholas
Burley Kathleen Doran BA '02 & Mattl1ew Drey Beth
Volker BA '02 & David Becker Jessica Smith BA '02 &
Steven Schmitt Sarah Buelow BA '02 & Mark Sinnott
Heather Heishman BA '02 & Benjamin Davis Jill
Ellis BA '02 & Chri topher Ergenbright Steve Bush
BA '02 & Magan Wilkerson Eric Knoblock BA '02 &
icholle Nerland Kris Seitz BA '02 & Amy Sadler BA
'00 Jessica Wolter BA '02 & Ian Wass Allison Bahl
BA '02 & Andrew Flancha Sarah Allen BM '02 & Austin
Temperley Lindsay Swales BA '02 & Clint Cota Traci
Forke BA '02 & Kent Wittrock Sara Hansen BA '02 &
Beau Buettner Melissa Kress BA '02 & Mark Kane KelJy
Arlen BA '02 & Austin Sorgenfrey Chad Soppe BA '02
& Jessica Schiesl Dallas Bergstrom BA '02 & Sara
Strayer BA '02 Matthew Degner BA '02 & Katherine
Krummel BA '03 McKenzie Kay BA '02 & Mike
CutkompJeffrey Schamberger BS '02 &Jodi Fenton
Adam Riley BA '02 &Jessica Neavins BA '02 Andy
Grunhovd BA '02 & KelJy Parkins BA '02 Alissa
Riese BA '02 & Brady Stewart Brian Mulligan BA '02 &
Jody Johnston BA '02 Derek Conley BA '02 & Kari
Millang BA '03 Peter Thomsen BA '02 & Sara Seda
Sean Grant BA '02 & Brittanny Lang Karla Devries
BA '03 &Jacob Altenbaumer Christopher Schmit BA
'03 & Bethanie Langner BA '03 Kevin Converse
BA '03 & Sara Schroeder Michael Bushby BA '03 &
Sara Hunter BA '02 BA '03 Karen Hatting BA '03 &
Eric Smidt Kimberly Lucas BA '03 & Tucker Anderson
Tun O' eill BA '03 &Julie Stangl Lynelle Keeney BM
'03 & Colin Rowley Kristen Barnett BA '03 &Justin
Clark Jenny Hoffman BA '03 &Jasen Tiefenthaler Lisa
Gaul BA '03 &Jason Diers Jaime Pomeroy BA '03 &
Paul Tigges Andrea Briley BA '03 & Cory Gerleman
Kevin Kopp BA '03 & Katie Buelow BA '03 Anthony
McKillip BA '03 & Nicole 7.em Brian Powers BA '03 &
Jill Sutter Ryan Schmit BA '03 & ikki Patterson Laura
Smith BA '03 & Chad Wroe Doug Karsjens BA '03 &
Kerri Kittelson Sara Shanley BM '03 & Jason Danielson
Chad McDermott BA '03 & Danette Sundheim Meghan
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Clausen BA '03 &Brian Lynch David Rue BA '03 &
Sara Roberts BA '03 Joshua Van Kley BA '03 &
Angela Hinderaker BA '02 Christopher Poyner BA
'03 &Michelle Hannan Chad Haskell BA '03 &Ashley
Hermann BA '03

Births
' 8 O sJason Fort, BA '85 &Janet Natvig Fort,
Cedar Falls, IA son Cooper born 8/3103.
Ingrid Verbraak Redecker BA '86 &Bob Redecker,
Bettendorf, IA, son Joseph born l l/l/0l. Jeff Fisel BA
'86 &Wanda Bast Fisel BA '89 Cedar Falls IA daughter
Alanna born 7/17/03. Gregory Wilson BA '86 &Joan
Wilson,Johnston, IA, son Nathan born 10/31/02. Tracy
Borlaug Pursell, BA '86 &Wade Pursell Houston, TX,
son Joshua born 8/29/03. Tunothy Johnson BA '87
&TammyJohnson, E.5sex, IA, son Wesley born 7/19/02.
Melissa Simon Osborne BA '87 &JeffO borne
Russelville, AR, daughter Hannah born 8/26/03. Janice
Coleman Dickerson BA '88 &Scott Dickerson, Atlantic,
IA, son Beau born 4/4/03. Kristy Cose Scheinder BA
'88 &Randy Schneider, Cedar Falls, IA, son Alec born
6/30/03. James West BA '88 &Debra West, Omaha, E,
son Jacob born 12/6/02. Tresa Stream Dietrich, BA
'88, MA '98, &Brad Dietrich, Manly, IA, daughter Emme
born 2/24/03. Keri Gilbertson Warren, BA '88 &
Mark Warren BA '91, Waterloo, IA, daughter Mandi
born 4/15/03. Steven Colander BA '89, &Trisha Willey
Colander, Sumner, IA, son Aidan born 6/6/03.

'9

Dan Glascock BA '90, BA '96, &Stacy
S Mmer Glascock, BA '91, BA '96, Cedar
Falls, IA, son Alex born 5/31/03.Jacqueline Bohr
Hartman, BA '90, &Thomas Hartman, Urbandale, IA, son
Zachary born I l/19/02. Thomas Anderson, BA '90 &
Mary Gilchrist Anderson, Huntersville, NC, son Benjan1in
born 3/13/02. Michael Hayes, BA '90 &Kari Peterson
Hayes, BA '88, Cedar Falls, IA, son Gabriel born 6128/03.
Lisa Atkinson Hoefer, BA '90, MA '99, & Kevin
Hoefer, BA '9l Manchester, IA, daughter Lauren born
l 117/02. Philip Akason, BA '9 l &Ginger Akason, West
Des Moines, IA, daughter Lindsay born 4/13/03. Carol
Rohmiller Abbott, BA '91, &Michael Abbott, Nehawka,
E, son Grant born 5122/02. Meri Blinn Kephart
BA '91 &Richard Kephart BA '91 , Loveland, CO, son
Maximalian born l/3/03. Tara Stecklein Hilkin, BA
'9 l &Chris Hilkin, Dubuque, IA, daughter Emma born
9/12/03. Ann Lundberg Haack, BA '91, MA '93 &John
Haack, West Des Moines, IA, son Daniel born 9/5/03. Ross
Hawker, BA '92, & Sarah Hutchins Hawker, BA
'93, Cedar Falls, IA, son athaniel born 7/23/03. Robyn
Merfeld Johnson, BA '92 &Bradley Johnson, Raymond,
IA, son Tyler born 7124/03. Andy Chenoweth, BA '92
MA '94 & Pam Chenoweth, Cedar Falls, IA, daughter
Kara born 6127/03. Katie Crowley Conlon, BA '92 &
Joe Conlon, Milwaukee, WI, son Matthew born 9121/03.
Dana Johnston Marten, BA'92 &Jayson Marten, BA
'91, Denison, IA, daughter Kennedy born 8/5/02. Lili
Matteo Carrasco BA '92 &Ramon Carrasco, Chandler,
AZ, son Emanuel born 9/18/03. Eric Heinen, BA '93,
&Sandy Wachkot Heinen, BA '88, Waterloo, IA, son
Trevor born 5/14/03. Heather Scheffert Welsh, BA
0
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'93, &Kevin Welsh, Omaha, E, daughter Mackenzie born
2/21/03. Renee Kragenbrink Nydegger, BA '93,
&Loren ydegger, Mason City, IA, daughter Anna born
l l/28/03. Kathryn Bye Cordova, BA '93 &Fabian
Cordova, Oro Valley, AZ, daughter Alicia born 12/16/02.
Mark Hookham, BA '93 & Stephanie Grunewald
Hookham, BS '93 Dysart, IA, daughter Elle born 7/18/03.
Heather Scheffert Welsh, BA '93 &Kevin Welsh,
Omaha, E, daughter Mackenzie born 2/21/03. Paul
Wolf, BA '94 &Stacy Bukatz Wolf BA '94, MA '96,
Cedar Falls, IA, son Landon born 6/2/03. Mark Shatek,
BA '94 &AmyShatek, Cedar Fall , IA, daughter Elizabeth
born 6/5/03. Kelli Lovick Harms, BA '94, MA '02, &
Mason Hamis, Forest City, IA, daughter Laura Rae born
l/29/03. Heather McClintock Fox, BA '94 &Brad
Fox, Amana, IA, daughter Riley born 9/12103. Randy
McGill, BA '94 &Tina McGill.Jesup, IA, son Braeden born
7/14/03. Deb Fandel Howes, BA '94 &Brian Howes,
BA '97 Dubuque, IA, daughter Julia born 1/20/03. Trisha
Gerleman Hall BA 94 &Rob Hall, BA '92, Hugo, MN,
daughter Isabella born 8/11/03. Kallin Kurtz BS '95
&Michelle Anderson Kurtz, BA '94 Center Point,
IA, daughter Gretchen born 7/20/03. Jessica Kopin
Christian BA '95 &Jason Christian, Kellen, TX, daughter
Lydia born 919103. Missy Marshall Santman, BA '95
&David Santman, Dysart, IA, daughter 1adeline born
6123103. Kim Harris Cawelti, BA '95 & Ryan Cawelti,
BS '95 Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Emma born I0/26/03.
Russell Brittson, BA '96 & Anne Lies Brittson,
BA '96 Hudson, IA, son Joseph born 4/28/03. Kristine
Oberheu Marmie, BA '96 &Bill Mamiie, Cedar Falls,
IA, daughter Elizabeth born 4/30/03. Sara Snyder
Swan, BA '96 &Jon Swan, Cedar Park, TX, son Jonas born
1l/26/02.Joy Tjarks Culbertson, BM '96 &Brian
Culbertson, Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Elle born 7/2/03.
Aileen Maliood Sullivan, BA '96 &Joel Sullivan, Ames,
IA, son Lane born 5/13/03. Jamie Axlund Hayworth,
BA '96 &Bret Hayworth, BA '86, BA '96, Movill, IA,
daughter Molly born l0/1/03. Danielle Farr Owens, BA
'96 &Christopher Owens, BA '96, Peoria, IL, daughter
atalie born l/l l/03.Jill Schimmels Devries, BA '97
&Jeff DeVries, Denver, IA, twins daughter &son Brooke &
Lauren born 6/18/03. Kari Conradi Mcfarlane, BA
'97 &Blue Mcfarlane, Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Chloe
born 5/27/03. Kristi Pittmann Regenwether, BA '97
&Robert Regenwether, Waterloo, IA, daughter Jessica born
5/5/03. Ronald Oltragge, BA '97 &Denise Gillette
Oltragge, BA '98, Denver, IA, son Ethan born 5/16/03.
Mason Fromm, BA '97 & Heather Winterhoff
Fromm, BA '97,Waverly, IA, daughter Julianna born
4/28/03. Keith Poock, BA '97 &Suzy Poock, Ankeny,
IA, son Andrew born 2/21/03. Amy Ratchford Roling,
BA '97, MA '00, &Brad Roling, Waverly, IA, daughter
Makenzie born 4/2/03. Amanda Blakestad Holst BA
'97 &Jason Holst, Avoca, IA, son Blake born 9125/02. Scott
Doup BA '97 &Julie Soper Doup, Ankeny, IA, daughter
Hannah born l/4/03. Steven Oaks BA '97 &Anna Oaks,
LaPorte City, IA, daughter Sadie born 6/11/03. Kirk
Crawford BA '97 & Amy Hiltabidle Crawford BA
'98, Dysart, IA, son Kolten born 717/03. Staci Seedorf
Mueller BA '97 &Tim Mueller, Denver, IA, son Parker
born 7/15/03. Threase Harms Houssoun BA '97 &
Nori Hassoun BA '97, Windsor Heights, IA, son Mikail

Notes

born 8/28/03. Matthew Kelly, BA '97 &Melanie Kelly,
Gold Canyon, AZ, son Mason born 7/11/03. Laura
Johnson Pang BA'97 &Andrew Pang, Westerville, OH,
son Drew born 4/24/03. Jason Wedgbury, BA '97 &
Tish Wedgbury, Oskaloosa, IA, daughter Emmersyn born
0l/06/03. Angela Hanson Rummel BA '97 &Mark
Rummel BA '96, Glendale, AZ, daughter Sadie born
7n/03.Julie Knudsen Kennebeck BA '98 &Corey
Kennebeck, Williamsburg, IA, sonJayden born 6/12/03.
Amber Crew Buffington, BA '98 &Richard Buffington,
Oelwein, IA, son athaniel born 10/17/02.Jason
Kinder, BA '98 &Jennifer Czuba Kinder BA '98,
Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Makayla born 7/2/03. Michelle
Loy McPoland BA '98, 1SW '02, &Robert McPoland,
Waterloo, IA, daughter Brianna born 7/11/03. Darin
Osier, BA '98 &Jody Biwer Osier, BA '00, Charles City,
IA, son/daughter Kaleb/Layne born 7/1/01. Shelli Mayo
Caughron, BA '99 &Matthew Caughron, Waterloo, IA,
son Beckett born 6/20/03. Scott Vansickle BA '99 &Jodi
Vansickle, Cedar Falls, IA, daughter Kara born 6/21/03.
Cybrill Livingood Smith BA '99 &Steven Smith,
Oelwein, IA, son Donovan born 3/3/03. Dawn Brown
Mcfarlane, BA '99 &Stacy Mcfarlane, Cedar Falls, IA,
son Madden born 717/02. Michelle Wiedman Davis BA
'99 &John Davis, BA '99, West Des Moines, IA, daughter
Chloe born 1/11/03. Mindy Workman Whitehill BA
'99 &Derek Whitehill BA '95, Waterloo, IA, son Derek
born 9124/03. Aaron Clayberg BA '95 &Lisa Doering
Clayberg BA '94, Ames, IA, on Carter born 2/12/02. Scott
Wagner BA '95 &Cynthia Bishop Wagner BA '95,
Traer, IA, daughter Chloe born 9/5/02. Bill Yilek BA '96
&Julie Ingram Yilek BA '92, Marion, IA, son Joshua
born 12/11/02. Ellen Rhude Peterson BA '96 &Jason
Peterson, Des Moines, IA, son Brice born l/3103.Jason
Hamrock BA '96 &Sarah Miller Hamrock BA '94,
Gilbert, AZ, son Charles born 12/3102. Aileen Maliood
Sullivan BA '96 &Joel Sullivan, Ames, IA, son Lane
born 5/13/03. Lori Meyers Macias BA '97 &Manuel
Macias, Davenport, IA, daughter Alyssa born 11/10/01.
Matthew Graham BA '97 &Mary Graham, San Antonio,
TX, daughter Madison born 12/19/02.Jason Techau BA
'97 &Kristi sher Techau BA '96 Davenport, IA, son
Andrew born 9/19/02. Jessica Wimberly Titus BA '97
&Aaron Titus, Hagerstown, MD, daughter Magdelen born
9/25/02. Andrea Bjork Todsen BA '99 &John Todsen,
Albuquerque, M, daughter Anna born l/21/03.
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S Chris Luhring BA '00 &Elicia Luhring,
Parkersburg, IA, daughter Seyann born
6/3103. Derrick Klinkenberg BS '00 &Leanne
Kleinmeyer Klinkenberg BA '00, Waterloo, IA,
son William born 4/23103. Eric Rushton BT '00 &
Mali Schatz Rushton BA '00, Waterloo, IA, son Jack
born 5/l/03. Stephanie Peterson Thoma BA '00
&Matthew Thoma, Independence, IA, daughter Jaime
born 7/14/03. Cathy Born Kuhl BA '00 &Jeffrey Kuhl,
Council Bluffs, IA, son Jacob born 11/28/03. Heather
Powers Southammavong BA '00 & Souvanna
Southammavong BA '99, Des Moines, IA, son evin born
4/13103. Andrea Cornish Gibbs BA '01 &Justin Gibbs,
New Hartford, IA, daughter Jaylyn born 4/23103. Cory
Levendusky BA '0l & Sara Schmidt Levendusky
BA '99, Cedar Falls, IA, son Jonah born 7/18/03.Jennifer
Vogel Larmore BA '01&Ryan Lamiore, Traer, IA,
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daughter Allyson born 6/20/03. Shane Reisner BA '02, &
Jodi Rei ner, Waterloo, IA, daughter Marli born 7/17/03.

Deaths

'1
'2

O sPearl Rader, I-yr '19, Newton, IA, died

5/2/2003.

O sMargaret Buck Faragher, 2-yr '22,
Aines, IA, died 11/16/2003. Mathilda
Basecker Harris, 2-yr '22, Guttenberg, IA, died
I0/20/2003.Jessie Nickerson Vana, 2-yr '23,
Camarillo, CA, died 9/1612003. Lillian Hanson, 2-yr
'23, Aines, IA, died 5/29/2003. Blanche Brennecke
Tobin, 2-yr '24, Marshalltown, IA, died 6/3/2003. Marie
Shellard, 2-yr '24, Waterloo, IA, died 11/25/2003.
Charlotte Blumensteil Leaman, 2-yr '25, lason
City, IA, died 6112/2003. Hilda Martzahn Becker, 2-yr
'25, Fort Dodge, IA, died 6123/2003. Naomi Stevenson,
2-yr '25, Charles City, IA, died 7/5/2003. Alice Truog
Wildman, 2-yr '27, Greenfield, IA, died 9/30/2003. Elna
Christensen, 2-yr '27, Philadelphia, PA, died 3/1/2003.
Mary Mullin Rockwood, 2-yr '27, Garner, IA, died
7/12/2003. Rose Horn Quick, 2-yr '27, Miami, FL, died
10/30/2003. Vera Bittle Gardner, 2-yr '27, Springfield,
IA, died 2/26/2003. Elizabeth Crawver Harden, 2-yr
'28, East Lansing, Ml, died 418/2002. Mildred Mauck
Chizek, 2-yr '28, Dallas, TX, died 8/31/2003. Rita Boyle
Kirsch, 2-yr '28, Cascade, IA, died I0/23/2003. Velma
Martin Joens, 2-yr '28, Cedar Falls, IA, died 4115/2003.
Arlee Gridley, 2-yr '29, Tucson, Al, died 7/2/2003.
Esther McDonald Groth, 2-yr '29, Winterset, IA,
died 1/1/2003. Florence Rank Bittinger, 2-yr '29,
Marshalltown, IA, died 10/22/2003. Frances Krouse
Putnam, 2-yr '29, Independence, IA, died 11/22/2003.
Lorenna McShane Greif, 2-yr '29, Springville, IA, died
6/22/2003. Sylvia Arends Webb, 2-yr '29, Akron, OH,
died 4111/2001. Vera Miller Moon, 2-yr '29, Monona,
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IA, died 6/14/2003.

S Alice Wheeler Keen, BA '30, DeWitt, IA,
died 6/4/2003. Corinne Martin Cross,
2-yr '30, Orange, CA, died 5129/2002. Irma Steele
Stevens, 2-yr '30, Sioux City, IA, died 8/30/2002. Laura
Mannetter Henry, 2-yr '30, Charles City, IA, died
7/12/2003. Lila Mayer Kallestad, 2-yr '30, Cherokee
Village, AR, died 2/1/2003. Lucille Persinger Wallis,
2-yr '30, Hshawaka, I , died 4/15/2003. Marie Magee
Bower, 2-yr '30, Waterloo, IA, died 5/23/2003. Mina
Griggs Packer, 2-yr '30, Davenport, IA, died 11/1712003.
Myrtle Wiese Smith, BA '30, West Liberty, IA, died
11/14/2003. Olga 1\veeten, 2-yr '30, Minneapolis,
M , died 3/16/2002. Pauline Parish Moore, BA
'30, Des 1oines, IA, died 8/25/2003. Audrey Leinen
Schneckloth, 2yr '31, Spencer, IA, died 2/1412003.
Charlotte Vasey, I-yr '31, Aines, IA, died 8/25/2003.
Doris Barnett Moore, 2-yr '31, Newton, IA, died
5/5/2003. Dwain Daughton, BA '31, Maryville, MO, died
4/1/2003. Eileen Hardie Thompson, 2-yr '31, Payson,
Al, died 9/512003. Ethel Engleman Buckingham, 2-yr
'31, Klamath Falls, OR, died 1/12/2003. Inez Becker
White, 2-yr '31, acogdoches, TX, died 9/19/2003. Irene
Kramer Held, 2-yr '31, Geneva, IA, died 6/4/2003.
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aomi Linnenkamp Greiner, 1-yr '31, Keota, IA,
died 12/1/2003. Evelyn Krueger Polking, 2-yr '32,
Manning, IA, died 5/ 16/2003. Carolyn Shew Burd, BS
'33, Mobile, AL, died 9/19/2002. Dorothy Dillon Olson,
2-yr '33, Davenport, IA, died 5/312003. Ruth Paasch
Gammell, 2-yr '33, Des Moines, IA, died 612312003. Carol
Culver Scott, 2-yr '34, Charlottesville, VA, died 3/ 15/2003.
Daisy Kivell, BA '34, Greene, IA, died 5/15/2003.
Edna Jensen Hyland, 2-yr '34, Des Moines, IA, died
7/16/2002. Eunice Bunte Kuper, 2-yr '34, Luverne,
M , died 6/6/2001. Katherine Sarset Paulsen, BA
'34, Cedar Falls, IA, died 5/18/2003. Marjorie Wasson
VanDeventer, 2-yr '34, Estherville, IA, died 12/7/2003.
Virginia Philpot Correll, BA '34, Cedar Falls, IA,
died 6115/2003. Elizabeth Jenkins Baker, 2yr '35,
PortNeches, TX, died 4/11/2003. Gertrude Jungling
Arends, I-yr '35, Dike, IA, died 612/2003. Marcella
Gutz Gibbs, BA '35, Greenfield, IA, died 10/20/2003.
Annabelle Holden Maas, I-yr '36, Williamsburg,
IA, died 8/15/2003. Bonnybel Kirkatrick Graham,
2-yr '36, Iarion, IA, died 7/1/2002. Dorothy Stauffer
Sherman, 2-yr '36, ora Springs, IA, died 6/22/2002.
Dorothy Millard Thomas, 2-yr '36, e-.v Cambria,
MO, died 8/10/2003. Kathryn Comfort Turner, 2-yr
'36, evada, IA, died 5/ 1/2003. Ruth Kyhl Wolf, 2-yr
'36, West Des 1oines, IA, died 4/1912003. Faye Layne,
BA '37, Webster City, IA, died 711/2003. FriedaJanzow
Crouch, 2-yr '37, St An gar, IA, died 6126/2003. Gunnar
Overgaard, BA '37, Lincoln, E, died 2/12/2003. Lillian
Theilen, 2-yr '37, 1ason City, IA, died 7/16/ 1997. Mae
Gravon Walker, BA '37, Phoenix, Al, died 4/2712002.
Robert Clark, BA '37, Camarillo, CA, died 4/612003.
Edwin Schreiber, BA '38, Wilton, IA, died 9/30/ 1999.
Esther Miller Nye, BA '38,Juliaette, ID, died 11/9/2003.
Kenneth Weatherwax, BS '38, Fort Walton Beach, IA,
died 10/18/2003. M. Merle Anderson, BA '38, Cedar
Fall , IA, died 9/25/2003. Mable Welch Smith, BA '38,
Austin, TX, died 6/24/2002. Randall Hartlieb, BA '38,
Pittsburgh, PA, died 6/911989. Ruth Potter Drake,
2-yr '38, Cedar City, UT, died 12/19/1999. Martha Dick
Cathey, 2-yr '39, San Antonio, TX, died 6/512003. Maxine
White Wilcox, BA '39, Sioux City, IA, died 5/ 1312003.
Nelda Myrick Hassman, 2-yr '39, Clarksville, IA, died
10/8/2003. Ruth Boardman Ridenour, BS '39, Cedar
Falls, IA, died 10/28/2003.
' 4 O sBetty Yeager Peterson, BA '40, Waterloo,
IA, died 5/ 17/2003. Betty Donovan
Miller, BA '40, Cedar Falls, IA, died 10/25/2003. Dale
Gidley, BA '40, Greenville, NC, died 11/1/ 1998. Edwin
Shank, BA '40, Waterloo, IA, died 12/22/2003. Gertrude
Heggen, 2-yr '40, Eagle Grove, IA, died 5/27/2002. Hazel
Felton Petrocco, 2-yr '40, Pueblo, CO, died 5/ 10/2003.
Jay Jewell, BA '40, Oceanside, CA, died 10/5/2003.
Joseph McPherson, BA '40, Los Alto , CA, died
9/2111998. Leona Dominy Mccarvill, 2-yr '40, Fort
Dodge, IA, died 10/ 18/2003. William Ted Buchwald, BS
'40, Oklahoma City, OK, died 9-27-023. Maxine Ryder
Gregory, 2-yr '41, Glidden, IA, died 6118/2003. Doris
Ellerbrock Bieterman, 2-yr '42, Sheldon, IA, died
712612003. Myrtle Peeler McConaghie, BA '42, Seal
Beach, CA, died 6/2712003. Virginia Nissen Halfpap,
2-yr '42, Mason City, IA, died 10/5/2003. Bethel Pollack

Notes

Buell, BA '43, Web ter City, IA, died 11/15/2003. Faye
Seamer Noeding, 2-yr '43, Taos, 1, died 11/1312002.
Ice! Miller Spitznogle, 2-yr '43, Wapello, IA, died
6/1/2003. Irene Plett Kehoe, 2-yr '43, Reinbeck,
IA, died 5/312003.Joan lngebritson Eilers, BA '43,
Springfield, 10, died 7125/2003. Marjorie Stoutner
See, BA '43, Dysart, IA, died 9/8/2003. Wilma Frandsen,
2-yr '44, Toledo, IA, died 10/18/2003. LuciJle Langston,
2-yr '45, Waterloo, IA, died 6/ 10/2003. Carol Sage
Huntington, BA '46, Waterloo, IA, died 10/3/2003. Paul
Siglin, BA '46, Fair Oaks, CA, died 7114/2003. Cyril
Bellock, BA '47, Salem, OR, died 5/14/2003. Maurice
Wilson, BA '47, Harlan, IA, died 10/ 10/2003. Ed
Bruner, BA '49, St Petersburg, FL, died 6/22/2003. James
Hogan, BA '49, Muskegon, 'II, died 4/26/2003.John
McIntyre, BA '49, Lincoln, E, died 6/23/2003. Leora
Locker Duin, BA '49, Humboldt, IA, died 10/4/2003.
Lois Stratton Seebach, BA '49, Marshalltown, IA, died

11/1/2003.

'5

OsAndrew Kossives, BA '50, Muscatine, IA,
died 11/11/2003. Ardys Powell Zimpfer,
2-yr '50, Breckenridge, CA, died 9126/2002. Bernard
O'Brien, BA '50, Burnsville, M , died 11/16/1998. lrva
Lesch Feldpouch, 2-yr '50, Osage, IA, died 9/24/2003.
Jerry O'Malia, BA '50, Urbandale, IA, died 4/19/2003.
Kenneth Beckman, BA '50, Bloomington, IL, died
6/10/2003. Kenneth Fagre, BA 'SO, Estherville, IA, died
7129/2003. Lester Bundy, BA '50, Louisburg, C, died
4/14/2003. Patricia Graham Riek, 2-yr '50, Grundy
Center, IA, died 6/28/2003. William Mitchell, BA '50,
Cedar Falls, IA, died 9128/2003. Andrew Aasgaard, BA
'51, Waterloo, IA, died 9116/2022. Barbara Marston,
BA '51, Des Moines, IA, died 7/15/2003. Kenneth Orton,
BA '51, Lincoln, NE, died 8/25/2003. Mary Stevenson
Tutsch, BA '51, Davenport, IA, died 5/ 12/2003. Neva
Albright, 2-yr '51, Algona, IA, died 10/27/2003. Wanda
Leeps Craft, BA '51, Murray, IA, died 8/4/2003. George
Merrill, BA '52, Fremont, CA, died 10/28/2002. Mary
Moon Clapp, 2-yr '52, Cedar Falls, IA, died 5/26/2003.
Robert Mahnke, BA '52, Gilberts, IL, died 8/8/2003.
Kenneth Butzier, BA '53, LaPorte City, M , died
9/612003. Richard Garms, BA '53, Waterloo, IA, died
11/9/2003. Donald Hansen Jr, BA '57, Council Bluffs,
IA, died 5/21/2003. Jack Wilson, BA '57, e-.v London, IA,
died 10/25/2003. Patricia Meyer Flessner, 2-yr '57,
Harlan, IA, died 7114/2003. Marjean Sheckler Parker,
BA '59, Winterset, IA, died 11/11/2002. Robert Harter,
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BA '59, Belvidere, IL, died 3/24/2003.
Anthony Mcguire, BA '60, Evanston,

S IL, died 11/5/2002. Charlotte Sawyer
Rowlison, BA '61, Conrad, IA, died 10/21/2003.
George Kunz, BA '62, Cedar Falls, IA, died 5/19/2003.
Macburnie Allinson, MA '62, West Des Moines, IA,
died 612312003. Charles Loerwald, BA '63, LeGand, IA,
died 7/612003. Darrell Sowers, MA '63, Cresco, IA, died
10/9/2003. Duwayne Wilson, BA '63, Forsythe, 10, died
12/1/2001. Gary Wood, BA '63, Springfield, MO, died
9/30/2001. Margaret Walsh, BA '63, Indianapolis, IN,
died 10/31/2003. David Linder, BA '64, Polk City, IA,
died 10/26/2003. Harry Wehde, BA '65, Tipton, IA, died
7/5/2001.Judith Welp, BA '65, Hot Springs, AR, died
8/1/2003. LeeAnn Heckman Tomlin, BA '65, Luverne,
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IA, died 5/2412003. Paula Schwanenbach Kain, BA
'65, Iowa City, IA, died 9/8/2003. William Dietch, BA
'65, Urbandale, IA, died 8/2412003. Bruce Francis, BA
'66, Detroit Lakes, M , died 5/1411999. Cal Mether, BA
'66, Iowa City, IA, died 11/20/2003. Mildred Laughton
Springer, BA '66, Urbandale, IA, died 7/412003. Carl
Pemble, BA '67, Fort Dodge, IA, died 10/8/2003.James
Basye, BA '67, Hampton, IA, died l l/2412003. Mary Hall
Dutcher, BA '67, Red Oak, IA, died 9/12/2003.Jeanne
Mess Krambeck, BA '69, Urbandale, IA, died 8/15/2003.
Ronald Holder, BA '69, Missoula, MT, died 4128/2003.
' 7 0 sLiUian Switzer Vandewalle, BA '70,
Chelsea, IA, died 8/21/2002. Dennis
Hornick, BA '71, Bayard, IA, died 9/512003. Steven
Stabenow, BA '71, Waterloo, IA, died 9nt2003.
Angelica Morales Lissarrague, MA '72, Miami, Fl,
died 2/21/2003. Garth Shipley, BA '73, Newton, IA,
died 7/512003. Burton Wilder, BA '74, Mason City, IA,
died 9/9/2003. John Carroll, BA '74, Iowa City, IA, died
10/10/2003. Lynn Wyatt, BA '74, Adair, IA, died 8/1912003.
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William Tyne, MA '74, Urbandale, IA, died 611/2003.
Gary Lekin, BA '75, Cedar Falls, IA, died 10/24/2003.
Georgine Kapinus Austin, MA '75, Princeton, IL, died
10/29/2001. Lewis Churbuck, MA '75, e:.v Hampton,
IA, died 11/9/2003. Michael Freeze, BA '75, Wilton, IA,
died 512412003. Gregory Marquart, BA '76, Des Moines,
IA, died 7/12/2003. Marlene Lowry Mosher, BA '76,
Indianola, IA, died 5/18/2003. Randy Mulder, BA '78,
Sioux Falls, SD, died 7/19/2003. Rita Bettinger Brown,

' 9 0 sKaren Sobek Monson, BA '91, Clear
Lake, IA, died I0/2412003. Michael
CargiJI, B 1 '91, Las Vegas, , died 10/5/2003. Paul
Homan, BA '91, Waverly, IA, died 7/20/2003.John
Phalen, BA '93, West Des 1oines, IA, died 10/25/2003.
John Robinson, BA '96, Cedar Falls, IA, died 8/12/2003.
Gretchen Shumacher Wurth, BA '97, West Des Moines,
IA, died 9/30/2003. Wendy Hearn Holmes, BA '97,
1onticello, IA, died 9/15/2003. Nancy Hohanshelte, MA

BA '79, ew Franken, WI, died 8/7/2003.

'98, Waterloo, IA, died I0/30/2003.

' 8 0 sDonnaJensen Lewis, BA '81, Mill City,
OR, died 8/16/2003. Rosemarie Bovio,
MA '8 I, Rockford, IA, died 6/20/2003. Peter Aschoff,
BA '82, Oxford, MS, died 2/15/2002 John Nissen, BA

Brent Mangrich, BA '00, Hudson, IA, died
7/16/2003. Paula Reed Dorris, MA '00,
Waterloo, IA, died 10/3/2003. Casey McCabe, BA '03,
Dubuque, IA, died 7/12/2003.

,oo

'83, Hendersonville, TN, died 10/12/2003.Jacquiline
Langenwalter Watson, BA '84, Ankeny, IA, died
6126/2003. Kristin Wilson MiUer, BA '88, Arvada, Co,
died 7/25/2002. Lynette Lund Rivas, BA '88, Dominican

Republic,, died 6/10/2003.
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Perspective,continued from page .U
I recruit new tude nt ;
in helping
twice that many said they would be
willing to help.
Things have changed at UNI
but an important core value of the
university-offering a world cla s
university education with pe r onalized

5W'nl'IW'v 2004

expe rie nces for stude nts-has stayed
I is already moving
the ame .
fo1ward based o n the results of
thi re earch to strengthen how the
tudents First theme is used to market
the in titution both within and outside
the tare of Iowa.

Carol Bodensteiner, BA '72, is pecial
Assistant to the President f or Marketing
at UNI.
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Perspective
Students First then & now
Carol Bodensteiner

T

here' an o ld aying, "The more
things change, the more they stay
the ame ." I had a chance to think
about NI in that context recently
when I worked with the university on
a research project aimed at evaluating
the Students First theme. I it pas ible
to have undergone the
fo r
re peated budget cuts of the past few
years, pa ed on multiple doubledigit tuition increa e , een programs
revised, eliminated , or changed, and
till hone tly say the in titution puts
tudent fir t? Research could explore
how well the theme e rve UNI now
and whether it re o nate with impo rtant
publics, including alumni.
A marketing theme is a horthand
way of communicating .something
central to an organization's brand. U I
adopted tudents First a the theme
line for the entire univer ity four year
ago. At the time, research showed that
tudents First encapsulated a deeply
community. But
held value of the
t few year
la
the
of
the challenge
to
administration
I
the
encouraged
works.
still
a k if the theme
The re earch included on-campus
focu groups with current tudent ,
faculty and staff. Alumni were reached
through a web-based urvey distributed
to a random list of alumni for whom
has e-mail addre e . Three
hundred forty-nine alumni participated
- a 14 percent re pa n e rate.
Participants included graduates of all
I colleges with graduation dates
five
from tl1e mid-1950's to the present.
Any theme line need to be
evaluated again t three criteria: I it
believable? I it relevant to the target
audience? Does it differentiate the
in titution? Let's take a look at some of
the research findings.
ls Students First believable ?
tudents First i een by all groups
urveyed as more than a slogan.
I is
It i viewed as a value that
though
Even
lives.
committed to and
alumni who participated in the survey
re presented years spanning major ocial
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and cultural hifts, uch a the Vietnam
War and the Civil Rights movement, 77
I put
p rcent re po nded they felt
the need of tudents before any other
needs the univer ity may have had
at the time. early half of the alumni
who re po nded said the tl1eme wa
effective, powerful, and what they
I. Another tl1ird aid
experienced at
Students First sounds lik~ something
I should be saying.
The examples shared by many
alumni mirrored my own experience.
Though it wa n't called tudents
First at the time , through one-on-one
relationships with dedicated and caring
profe sors and staff, I was encouraged
and upported ju t a tudents today
de cribe.
Overall, current tudents told u
UNI does a better than average job
of delivering on the tudents First
promi e. Current non-re ident students
who participated in the focu group
stand out in commenting that they
feel they are treated a 'more than a
number.'

re ponding
que tioned
the
effectivenes
of the theme
in helping
NI tand out
from other
institutions.
ome noted that otl1er institution
around the country u e the ame or
a in1ilar theme. The con en us i
that the theme does differentiate
w hen compared to other Iowa Regents
in titution but it doe not w hen UNI
i compared to private college and
community college within Iowa; and
on its own, it does not differentiate
outside Iowa.
tudents, particularly, believed
I could and hould do more to
tout the university's broad range of
strong academic programs. In addition,
recruiter need to go deeper in
explaining what Student First mean ,
particularly to out-of-state audiences
I.
who are not familiar with

ls Students First relevant?
Ba ed on what the tudents told us,
tudents First i relevant. tudent ay
tl1e theme convey an important and
positive message. In this theme, they
hear that they are important, that they
are not ju t a number, and that tudents
have a valuable role to play in all parts
of the university.
Alumni along with faculty, staff
and students noted several rea a ns
, among
tudents choo e to attend
them pecific academic program and
size of the university. Participants in
the research say U I is big enough to
provide all the opportunities of a much
larger university with the suppo rt and
atmo phere of a mall chool.

What now?
Though other institutions may
ay they are tudent focu ed, NI has
a lo ng hi tory of going above and
beyond to deliver on the promi e made
in the theme. This creates a differential
I can capitalize.
advantage o n which
The re earch provid d upport for
continuing to u e tudents First a a
marketing theme but reinforced the
need to do mo re to define what these
word mean and to target messages
mo re to pecific audience . In addition,
I mu t be diligent: con istently
delivering o n the promise is critical to
strengthening the U I brand.
Alumni can be key players in
helping UNI tell the tudents First story.
The re earch reinforced the importance
of a per a nal contact to those choo ing
I. Many alumni are interested in
being involved in recruiting efforts.
Only 21 percent of alumni responding
reported that tl1ey have been involved
continued o n page 3 1

Does Students First differentiate
UNI?

The research revealed the greatest
divergence of opinio n related to
whether the theme differentiate
I. eventeen percent of alumni

Northern Iowa To~

Jonathon Cox,
BA'91

The campaipn for the

University of
Northernlowa
Groundbreaking for UNI's McLeod
Center, a 100, ODO-square-foot
sports and entertainment center,
will be Saturday, Oct. 9. Part of
the West Campus Complex, the
McLeod Center will be home to
men's and women's basketball and

Jonathon Cox,
coordinator of UNI's
Minority and Student
Diversity Program, says
being a "huge sports
fan" and his employment
at UNI solidified his
decision to give, but they were not the main reasons.
"It was the total experience while I was here-my experiences being a
student and an athlete .. .UNI gave me so many memories," he says. 'Tm
excited about the McLeod Center because it will put our athletic programs on
the same playing field as the other colleges in our conference. "

Leading the 1111ay
volleyball, serve as a performance
venue for wrestling, and host
concerts and tradeshows. More
details on the groundbreaking
ceremony will be posted as they
become available at
www.uni-foundation.org. The
McLeod Center is part of the $100
million "Students First" campaign.

University of

Northern
Iowa
Foundation
205 Commons
Cedar Falls, Iowa 50614-0282
Telephone 319-273-6078
800-782-9522
Fax 319-273-3465
www.uni-foundation.org

Doug Nickerson,
BA, '91 and Candy
Nickerson, BA '87

Doug and Candy
Nickerson "can't wait"
for the McLeod Center
to open. Both are
avid Panther fans and
members of the Alumni
Association.
"We understand the economic impact of what the McLeod Center can bring
to the community and it's not just last year's season. We've always loved
UNI athletics," Doug says. "It will be phenomenal. We gave (to the McLeod
Center) because we really wanted to be a part of this. "

Roberta Merrill,
BA '63, MA, '72

Retired counselor
Roberta Merrill is
passionate about her
alma mater. Giving to
the McLeod Center was
an easy decision-she
and her husband Frank
are long-time supporters
of Panther ath letics.
"It's not just about
athletics. UNI is good for this community. A college in a community makes
the community a place people want to be," she says. "The McLeod Center
will help this community-it will make it stronger. "

